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I. SUMMARY
The satisfactory operation of a bubble cap tower
depends not only upon its ability to function as a pro-
moter of mass-transfer but also its ability to serve as
a fluid flow device, providing an adequate passage for
the flow of liquid across the plates and down the column
and for the flow of vapor up the column. The modern trend
towards large diameter columns and high throughputs from
a given size column has emphasized the need for a thorough
understanding of the hydraulic behavior of fluids flowing
across bubble-cap plates, as well as a practical method
of predicting this behavior which can be used as a
basis for column design. At the present time, no clear
picture of the mechanism causing hydraulic gradient,
lowered hydrostatic head within the bubbling section, and
other associated phenomena has been presented, and no
satisfactory method of predicting the hydraulic gradient
across a plate has been proposed. The purpose of this
thesis is to develop a clearer picture of the mechanism
causing hydraulic gradient and, on the basis of this picture,
to develop a more practical method of predicting hydraulic
gradient.
Data were taken for the air-water system upon three
different plate layouts and for a wide range of operating
conditions: liquid rates up to 95 gpm/ft., vapor superficial
2 
velocities up to 9 ft./sec., seals up to 5 inches and
skirt clearances up to 4 inches were used. Present day
commercial practice is to design towers with liquid
rates below 45 g/ft., with superficial vapor velocities
of under 6 ft./sec. and with seals of 2 inches or less.
Some data were also taken to determine the effect of
liquid density, liquid viscosity and foaming agents upon
the hydraulic gradient.
These data indicate that the hydraulic gradient is
caused primarily by the frictional drag of the aerated
fluid upon the tray floor and walls. This frictional
wall drag, due to the two-phase nature of the flow within
the bubbling section, is many times greater than for
clear liquid flow. Any contribution to the gradient by
vapor and liquid kinetic energy effects and irreversibilities
due to orifice or weir type~action of the caps seems to be
very small.
The plate configuration and cap design can affect
the hydraulic gradient in two ways. The direct contribution
of the caps as resistances to flow is usually very minor.
But, since the frictional drag is much higher for aerated
than non-aerated flow, the effect of the plate layout upon
the degree of aeration of the flowing liquid is quite im-
portant. A plate layout which produces a uniform foam
within the bubbling section (a very desirable situation from
T....f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 3.
the point of view of vapor-liquid contact) will have a
much higher hydraulic gradient than one which produces
within the capped section local areas of bubbling along
with regions of relatively unaerated flow.
Within the bubbling section, the hydrostatic head
is much lower than in the adjacent clear liquid sections.
At the downstream end of a fully-aerated plate, this presents
the apparent anomaly of liquid flowing against a pressure
gradient. An analysis of the flow, however, indicates
that while the hydrostatic head is discontinuous at
the ends of the bubbling section, the potential energy
loss with distance along the tray is continuous and linear.
Some of the liquid within the bubbling section is raised
to a higher elevation than the top of the adjacent clear
liquid section and this liquid flows downhill to the
unaerated zone which has a higher hydrostatic head. This
introduces a circulatory type of flow at the bubbling
zone boundary with the flow being from the clear to the
aerated section at the tray level and from the aerated
section to the clear liquid in the upper part of the foam.
It was found that the fractional volume of the foam
taken up by the liquid was, above a relatively low air
rate, constant and independent of increasing air rate. This
fractional volume was called ; for the air-water system,
f = 1/3.
4-
Within the range of the experimental work of this
thesis and the meagre data available in the literature,
the hydraulic gradient for each weir height was cor-
related very well by the use of Fanning-type friction
expression:
f Vf2N
2gc rh .
where f' was correlated against Re':
Re': rnVf/'f
vhf
The factor, T, was used to draw the data for different
weir heights together into a single curve.
T ( 8)_2/3
h2-hs
The plot of f'T vsa. Re' is shown in Figure 40.
On the basis of this correlation, a relatively
simple design procedure for the prediction of hydraulic
gradient has been developed which depends only upon the
exit weir height and the liquid rate.
Some data were taken upon the liquid mixing charac-
teristics of a plate with high cap skirt clearance (4").
The hydraulic gradient, because of the large layer of
clear liquid flowing under the caps, was very low. However,
the mixing, as is shown in Figure 43, was not particularly
good, although the liquid, due to the circulatory flow
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at the ends of the bubbling section, was always completely
mixed by the time it left the capped portion of the tray.
This investigation confirmed the results of others
in the field as to the effect upon the hydraulic gradient
of various variables.
1) The hydraulic gradient increases with increased
water rate.
2) The hydraulic gradient increases slightly with
increased air rate up to the point of complete
aeration.
3) The hydraulic gradient decreases with increased
skirt clearance.
4) The hydraulic gradient decreases with increased
seal and increased weir height.
II. INTRODUCTION
A. Field of Thesis
Distillation and absorbtion are two of the major
unit operations in the chemical industry. While sieve
plates and packed towers are used to a certain extent,
the great majority of distillation and absorbtion operations
make use of bubble cap columns. The design of such columns
and their subsequent construction and operation are thus
a very important problem for the chemical engineer and
as thorough a knowledge as possible of the fundamentals
of and the various factors affecting bubble cap tower
design and operation is very desirable.
A bubble cap column is basically a device for bringing
about mass transfer. The fundamental theory for this
process has been the subject of much investigation and
is well covered in the periodical literature )(6)(8)(9)
(20)(23)(24)(5) and in various chemical engineering texts
(7)(26)(8)(29). However, in addition to its function as
a mass transfer promoter and equally important in the attain-
ment of satisfactory operation, a bubble cap column must
also serve as a fluid flow device, providing an adequate
passage for the flow of liquid across the plates and
down the column and for the flow of vapor up the column.
Thus, the chemical engineer must consider not only the
properties of the vapor and liquid as they relate to the
actual distillation or absorbtion process; he must also
take into account the fluid flow properties of the vapor
and liquid and the manner in which these affect his plate
and column design.
It has been only recently that hydraulic gradient has
been considered an important phenomenon affecting bubble
cap plate operation. While its existence was first noted
in the literature in 1929 (9), it wasn't until about 1940
that it began to be recognized as a serious problem. The
trend towards larger diameter columns together with the
demand for higher throughputs from a given size column,
has emphasized the need for adequate knowledge on the
liquid handling capacity of tower plates.
At the present time, the phenomenon of hydraulic gradient
is only very incompletely understood. The existence of
such a gradient as a source of the energy required to
overcome the various resistances to the fluid flow across
the plate is well accepted. But the nature of these resis-
tances and their relative importance, and the effect of
the bubbling vapor upon the liquid flov is still the subject
of much conjecture. And since no clear picture of the
mechanism causing hydraulic gradient has been developed,
no really satisfactory correlation or method of prediction
for such a gradient has as yet been proposed. All of the
8.
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methods which have been suggested for the prediction of
hydraulic gradient have been applicable only within narrow
limits; they all require at least one constant experimentally
determined for the same liquid-vapor system upon an instal-
lation similar to that being considered.
This thesis has two main objectives:
ist. To develop a clearer picture of the mechanism
causing hydraulic gradient and the variables
affecting it.
2nd. on the basis of this picture, to develop a more
practical method of predicting hydraulic gradient.
'While it was not possible to investigate thoroughly
all of the variables involved, this program was much
broader than any previously undertaken in this field, and
it is felt that the data obtained, together with that
available from the literature, are amply sufficient to
justify the conclusions reached.
B. Terminology
At present, there is no standardized terminology used
in describing hydraulic gradient and associated column
phenomena. Certain terms seem well accepted while others
have widely divergent meanings depending upon the individual
investigator.
9.
To avoid confusion as much as possible, the terminology
as used in this thesis follows:
HdTraulic Grad en. he difference in head
between two points on the plate surface expressed in
inches of clear plate liquid. Unless specifically
stated otherwise, hydraulic gradient will be considered
as the loss in head measured between the upstream and
downstream clear-liquid, calming sections.
Plate Pressure Drop (TPt). The pressure drop of the
vapor passing through the tray as measured from the vapor
space below the tray to the vapor space above the tray.
Seal (s). The hydrostatic head existing at the top
of a given slot, expressed in inches of clear plate
liquid. The seal may be either positive or negative. A
positive seal is the equivalent depth of clear liquid
submerging the slot. A negative seal is the distance
by which the clear liquid fails to completely submerge
the slot.
Cap Pressure Drop (IPA). The static pressure drop of
vapor flowing from the vapor space beneath the plate, through
the cap and the slot, to a point level with the top of the
slot.
10.
Liquid Head (h). The pressure exerted against the
top surface of the plate at a given point on the plate
due to the clear liquid and the bubbling zone above the
point, expressed in inches of clear plate liquid.
Foam iHeight (mt)., The height above the tray floor of
the upper surface of the bubbling zone, expressed in inches.
Density Factor (i). The fractional volume of the
foam taken up by the liquid;i, is also equal to the ratio
of the effective aerated density to the clear liquid
density.
instability. A plate is considered as unstable when
one or more of the upstream caps have ceased to bubble.
Superficial Velocity. (vs). The air velocity based
upon the gross area of the bubbling section, expressed in
ft./sec. For a stable tray, the gross area is the area
of that portion of the tray containing the caps but for
an unstable tray, the gross area is only the area actually
bubbling.
Effective Foam Height (Le). The height above the tray
floor in the foam above which the foam contains no ap-
preciable quantity of liquid. For non-foaming systems,
this is the same as the Foam Height, Im. For foaming
systems, however, the effective foam height may be con-
siderably. lower than the actual top surface of the foam.
Complete Aeration. A tray is said to be completely
aerated when the foam extends down to the tray floor
and there is no clear liquid layer flowing across the
bubbling section. For the water-air system, a completely
aerated tray has an ~ equal to one-third. A completely
aerated foam is one in which the i , measured from the
bottom of the foam layer, is equal to one-third.
Foam Density ,Pf). The average density within the
foam. It is given by the expression:
/f- OLB /v (l-J)
where "1" and "v" refer to the liquid and vapor phases,
respectively. For the air-water system,, is negligible
compared to/ 1; therefore
Pof _ a
A more complete description of/ appears in the discussion
of results.
Foam Viscosity oi4f). The viscosity of the foam. For
this work,,Uf is defined as
where "1" and "vI" refer to the liquid and vapor phases,
respectively. For the air-water system,/Uv is negligible
compared to/l; therefore,
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This definition of/Af has no theoretical significance;
it is used as a matter of convenience because of its
simplicity. A more complete description of/Af appears
in the discussion of results.
Foam Velocity (Vf). The velocity of the foam across
the plate within the bubbling section based upon the
gross area within the bubbling section and upon the
average foam densityff.
Potential Energy Gradient. The total potential
energy of all the liquid above a point on the tray
with the tray floor as a datum is given by the summation
of the potential energies of all the differential volumes
of liquid above that point. The change in this total
potential energy as we move across the tray is the
potential energy gradient.
C. Hydraulic Gradient and Its Effect on Plate Operation
Liquid in flowing across a bubble cap tray must
overcome various resistances to flow resulting from the
frictional effect of the walls, tray floor and bubble
caps, from the accelerations and decelerations of the
fluid due to varying cross-sections, and from momentum
interchanges with the bubbling vapor. These resistances
are balanced by an equivalent loss in the hydrostatic
Is
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head of the fluid; this head loss is called "hydraulic
gradient." (h) (see Fig. 1). In general, hydraulic
gradient, per se, is no great disadvantage. It is the
effect of the hydraulic gradient upon the pressure drop
of the vapor through the tray and the vapor flow distri-
bution across the tray that causes difficulty.
The vapor pressure drop through a tray may be
divided into two parts: the frictional pressure drop
through the bubble cap assembly, (Pc), and the pressure
drop due to the hydrostatic head above the cap slots, (s).
(This hydrostatic head is commonly called the "seal.")
Since there is normally no significant lateral pressure
gradient in the vapor spaces above or below a tray, the
total vapor pressure drop through the tray, ( P P2-P1)
must be the same at all points. Due to hydraulic gradient,
the seal varies across the tray, decreasing in the direction
of liquid flow. Since the constant total pressure drop is
the sum of the seal and the cap pressure drops ( Pt =-Pc+ ),
L Pc must increase as s decreases. For any cap,OPc depends
only upon the vapor flow rate, an increase in4Pc corresponding
to an increase in vapor flow through the cap.
Hydraulic gradient, therefore, results in a variation
in the local vapor rate, with the maximum vapor rates and
the maximum vapor velocities occurring at the downstream
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side of the plate where the seal is least. This maldistri-
bution of vapor flow probably results in decreased time of
contact between vapor and liquid, as well as increased
entrainment, higher pressure drop across the tray and so-
called "vapor cross-flow." In the great majority of
columns, reverse flow of the liquid is used; the downstream
side of one plate is directly above the upstream side of
the plate below so that the liquid flows across the column
on one plate and then flows back on the plate below. Thus,
for an unstable plate the vapor must .lso follow a path
back and forth across the column counter-current to the
liquid flow (see Fig. 1). For large diameter towers and
high gradients, this vapor cross-flow can cause a large
increase in pressure drop and also aggravate the condition
of hydraulic gradient which causes the vapor cross-flow
in the first place.
When the cap pressure drop has decreased below the
minimum value for flow, the cap will cease to bubble, (be-
cause of surface tension, a certain minimum cap pressure
drop is required to maintain flow). Wnen the seal exceeds
the sum of the total pressure drop through the plate and
the riser overlap, -- the vertical distance between the
top of the vapor riser and the top of bubble cap slot, --
liquid will run down through the riser "dumping" from one
1L4 .
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tray to the tray below and bypassing the vapor flow through
the tray under consideration. Since the great majority
of columns operate with crossflow of liquid, the bypassed
liquid dumps from the upstream side of one tray to the
downstream side of the next, effectively short-circuiting
two trays.
Another operating difficulty resulting from hydraulic
gradient is priming. In the downspout feedingeach plate,
a column of liquid is maintained above the upstream liquid
level which balances the total pressure drop between the
vapor spaces of the plate and the plate above. A large
hydraulic gradient results in a high liquid depth at the
upstream side of the plate where the downspout feeds the
tray. A large gradient also results in a high pressure
drop between the vapor spaces of two adjacent trays and
a resulting high liquid column in the downspout between
the two plates. Under such conditions of high gradient,
the upstream plate level, plus the height of the liquid
column within the downspout equivalent to the pressure
drop between the plates, may be greater than the height
of the downspout. The liquid will then back up the downspout
to the plate above (this is called "priming"), and the
tower becomes inoperable until the liquid rate is reduced
to a point where the resultant lowered gradient and reduced
16.
pressure drop through the tray allow more normal tray
operation. In extreme cases of priming, the tower can
"puke" liquid out of the vapor overhead line into the
overhead condensers.
A large hydraulic gradient, therefore, may limit
the tower capacity mechanically. Even if the tower
operation is not seriously restricted by the increase
in pressure drop of the vapor through the column, the
tower capacity may be limited by priming. However, the
effect of hydraulic gradient upon the overall plate ef-
ficiency may be even more serious; decreased vapor-liquid
contact time, increased entrainment, vapor cross-flow,
dumping -- all reduce the efficiency of plate and tower
operation and limit the tower capacity through the
inability to maintain the desired quality specifications
for the output streams.
D. Previous Work
The existence of a hydraulic gradient across a bubble
cap plate has been generally accepted only within the
last twenty years. And, it has been recognized as a
serious problem in tower design and operation only within
the past decade. Even today, little quantitative data
are available in the rather meagre literature on the subject.
The first mention of hydraulic gradient in the
literature was made by Chillas and Weir (), in 1929.
In discussing column design, they stated that hydraulic
gradient may make an otherwise desirable tray design,
unsatisfactory. They also pointed out that bubbling
on a tray starts locally and that, in large diameter
columns especially, relatively high vapor rates are
required before the bubbling becomes reasonably uniform
across the tray.
In 1939, Carey (6) presented a more detailed dis-
cussion of hydraulic gradient but confined himself to
qualitative conclusions. He pointed out that the number
and spacing of the caps on a tray must be a compromise
between large slot and riser area and considerations
of liquid flow across the plate.
"The simplest type of liquid flow with respect to
mechanical flow is simple cross-flow. Conditions which
limit this type of design are hydraulic gradients from
inlet to outlet weir, or exit weir lengths obtainable from
the weir located at one side of the column. Hydraulic
gradients which may cause uneven vapor distribution be-
tween caps may be allowed for by varying the cap heights
across the tray or by cascade design, interspersing dis-
tributing weirs at several positions in the liquid flow."
The first quantitative data on hydraulic gradient
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reported in the literature were presented by Good,
Hutchinson and Rousseau (15), in 1942. They investigated
an air-water system on a rectangular plate section, 5 feet
long by 2 feet wide, with 12 rows of 3-inch diameter
bubble caps spaced on 4 inch equilateral triangular
centers. Local hydrostatic heads within the bubbling zone
were not measured; the hydraulic gradient was determined
by gage glasses tapped into the upstream and downstream
clear liquid sections. They operated with liquid flow
rates up to 3400 gal/(hr.)(ft. of plate width) -- 56.7 gpm/ft. --
and with superficial vapor velocities up to 5.8 feet/second.
They varied the number of rows of caps normal to flow,
they varied the seal by varying the weir height and they
also varied the cap skirt clearance from 3/8" to 2".
These limits represent the range commonly encountered in
industrial practice.
These authors approached the problem of hydraulic gra-
dient from the point of view of a stable plate and from
their data reached the following conclusions:
(1) The hydraulic gradient increases rapidly with
increasing liquid rate.
(2) The hydraulic gradient, increases slightly with
increasing vapor rate.
(3) The hydraulic gradient decreases with increased seal.
(4) The hydraulic gradient decreases with increased
cap skirt clearance.
(5) The hydraulic gradient is proportional to the number
of rows of caps normal to the flow.
i;
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They ooserved tne existence or inactive caps and
recognized that at any given liquid rate there was a limiting
vapor rate below which the upstream caps became inactive
and the tray unstable. They proposed as a criterion for
this instability that a cap would become inoperative
when the hydraulic gradient measured between that cap
and the downstream end of the bubbling section became
equal to the pressure drop for the plate operated at
zero seal and the same average vapor rate. The pressure
drop for the plate operated at zero seal and at various
air rates was determined experimentally. However, their
experimental data did not support this concept very well;
the points were badly scattered and were not particularly
well correlated by the proposed relation.
Gonzales and Roberts (), in 1943, also studied the
gradient behavior of an air-water system. Their apparatus
consisted of 18 complete bubble caps and 6 half-caps, 4"
in diameter and 6" in height; having a skirt clearance of
3/8". These caps were mounted on a tray ' long by 26"
wide, divided down the center by a partition. The inlet
and outlet weirs were located at the same end of the tray
but on opposite sides of the partition, thus effectively
doubling the length of the tray. They obtained data for
water rates up to 100 gal/min.ft. and for air rates up to
1150 cfrm (2 ft/sec. superficial velocity). They attempted
to determine local hydrostatic heads within the bubbling
zone but obtained a wide variation in their measurements.
,;.
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By applying an equation for the pressure drop of
air flowing at right angles to a bank of tubes, they
derived a correlation predicting the head at any point
on the tray:
2.8h A-Bn
where "h" is the hydrostatic head at any cap row "n."
"A" and "B" are experimentally determined constants
and are functions of the air and water flow rates and
of the plate configuration. The large scatter of the
experimental data and the evident discontinuities due
to the reverse flow set-up, made any very good degree
of correlation impossible.
Gonzales and Roberts also attempted to predict the
head loss per row by the standard Fanning equation using
a Reynolds number based on the minimum cross-section to
correlate the friction factor. Here, again, the spread
of the data rendered any analysis of the correctness of
the correlation impossible. Recognizing that the total
pressure drop through the plate must be essentially the
same at all points, they were able to obtain a good cor-
relation between the pressure drop through the plate,
the air flow and the liquid seal.
Bijawat (1), in 1945, attempted to correlate the
data of Good, Hutchison and Rousseau with that of Gonzales
21.
and Roberts. He considered the flow of the liquid past
the bubble caps as fluid flow through a series of orifices.
On this basis, he derived theoretically an equation of
the form
h3 A-Bn
which fitted their data equally as well. This expression
also correlate rairly saolsracborlly Ine ata oi uooQ,
Hutchinson and Rousseau.
In a paper presented in 1945, Harrington)Bragg and Rhys
(16) gave a qualitative description of the problems encoun-
tered in the war-time operation of several large-dimaeter
columns. The effect of counter-current vapor cross-flow
(due to unequal vapor distribution resulting from hydraulic
gradient) in increasing gradient and pressure drop and in
causing surging of the liquid was clearly described.
The authors described several relatively minor changes
which were made in plate layout which alleviated the
gradient problem and appreciably increased tower capacity.
These changes included the blanking or removal of caps
in certain tray areas, particularly downstream; the use
of riser chokes to increase cap pressure drop and the
raising of the raiser height for the caps on the inlet
side of tray. These last two, both reduce the effect of
22.
a given gradient upon the plate stability, and the vapor
flow distribution. By such means, the capacity of a
1216" diameter atmospheric crude pipe still was increased
from less than 30,000 bbl/day to 50,000 bbl/day and the
limiting vapor load on an n-butane iso-butane fractionator
was increased from 20,000 to 45,000 bbl/day.
In 1946, Gardner (12) presented the first and, up to
the present, the only published data taken upon an actual
industrial installation. He investigated two large com-
mercial columns at the Kodak Park Plant of the Eastman
Kodak Co. The first was a 54-inch diameter column of 30
plates fitted with 3-inch diameter bubble caps and operated
at atmospheric pressure on a system containing mainly
acetone with some benzol and methanol. The second was
a 60-inch diameter, 36-plate column, each plate being
fitted with nine tunnel caps placed across the path
of liquid flow. This column distilled water and operated
at atmospheric pressure. Data were also obtained for a
single plate identical to those of the 60-inch column.
This plate was operated with air-water systems both at
room temperature and at 1500 F and with an air-foaming water
system produced by the addition of a surface-active agent
which lowered the surface tension of the water to about
30 dynes/sq.cm. These studies were made with water rates
up to 7 gpn/ft. of width and for superficial vapor velocities
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up to 3 feet/second. Whereas, Good, Hutchinson and
Rousseau based their approach and their correlation upon
the average vapor rate, Gardner obtained data upon the
local vapor flow conditions and made these local rates
the basis of his correlation. However, he also showed
that the data of Good, Hutchinson and Rousseau, which
were obtained upon a rectangular channel, were consistent
with those obtained upon the industrial installation
and that the method of Good, et al, for the calculation
of hydraulic gradient was also applicable to the full-
scale column.
Gardner confirmed the results of previous investiga-
tors; that the gradient increased with increasing liquid
rate and decreased with increased seal or increased
skirt clearance. He also found that the gradient was
proportional to the length of the bubbling section. His
data indicate that he measured heads within the bubbling
section that were lower than the clear liquid heads at
either end of the bubbling section. His correlations,
however, neglect this fact.
Gardner correlated his gradient data with the equation
a
h - c()
I.,
where " h" is gradient within the aerated section and "-" is1$
1
,,,,,
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the liquid. rate in gpm/ft. of width. "C" and "a" are
experimental constants which are functions of the local
vapor rate and of the plate lay-out. On the basis of
local vapor rates, he proposed a set of criteria for
cap activity as a function of the local seal and the
slot height.
Gardner also proposed a method of calculating plate
operation based upon his gradient equation and his criteria
for instability. This method used experimentally determined
constants and a knowledge of local vapor rates that could
be obtained only from actual tests upon a plate of similar
configuration, using similar air and water rates.
In 1947, Davies (11) developed an equation for hydraulic
gradient based upon the formulae for a submerged orifice
and an ideal rectangular weir. He derived his expression
using a number of simplifying assumptions, the ost im-
portant being clear liquid flow not covering the caps.
He also assumed that all the head loss was caused by
the caps and risers. He arrived at a very involved formula
Ln w mad s Pa 9xperiment2.4 Cdll1
in which "Cd" is an experimentally-determined constant de-
pending upon the liquid and vapor rates and the tray con-
figuration. Using this very cumbersome equation, Davies
correlated the Cd for the data of Good, Hutchinson and
25.
Rousseau and for some unpublished data of the Standard Oil
Development Co. He also proposed as a criterion for
stability that the hydraulic gradient be no greater than
the pressure drop through the last row of caps.
Ghormlev (13). in 1947. continued the aproach of
Gonzales and Roberts using an experimental apparatus built
by Seuren (27). (This apparatus was used in the present
investigation and is completely described in the Procedure
and in the Appendices.) Data were obtained for water rates
up to 73 gpm/ft. for superficial air velocities up to
2.9 ft./sec., and for weir heights up to 3 inches. As a
result of his investigations Ghormley reached the following
conclus ions:
(1) With no air flow, the gradient across the tray
was very small. It could be correlated by the
standard equations for flow in an open channel.
(2) When air was bubbled through the tray, the hydro-
static head at the bottom of the aerated section
was appreciably less than that in the adjacent
nlear luid at either end. Moreover. this change
in hydrostatic pressure at the boundary between the
clear and aerated zones was quite abrupt.
(3) The gradient for aerated flow was markedly higher
than that for non-aerated flow and, therefore,
the resistance of the bubbling vapor must be
considered in correlating hydraulic gradient data.
(4) The gradient within the bubbling section could
be correlated by an equation of the form:
2 (dR = Qw A
dN 2gm
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where
h ' liquid depth on the plate
N = number of rows of caps normal to flow
= t density of liquid
Qw ' water rate in gal./min.
m = hydraulic radius
K * experimental constant dependent upon the
plate configuration
A = factor to account for effect of vapor flow
Ghorley arbitrarily assumed that A was a power function de-
pending jpon both the air rate and the plate configuration
and found that using this expression, he could fit his
data quite well. (Kesler (19) later correlated the same
data equally well using a straight line.) This correlation
broke down at edges of the aerated section due to the
abrupt discontinuities in the hydrostatic head. Ghormley
proposed as a possible explanation for these discontinuities,
the vapor impact forces of the unopposed air streams is-
suing from the end cap rows.
Kemp and Pyle (18), in 1948, presented the results of
a fairly extensive investigation over a much wider range
of variables than any previously published work. They
gave data for two types of bubble caps, 3" and 4" in diameter,
each on five different plate layouts. They varied skirt
26.
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clearances from 0" to 2" and they varied the clear liquid
seal above the top of the downstream cap slots from i" to 2".
They investigated both stable and unstable plates and gave
data for bubbling sections from 8" to 66" long. They con-
cluded that none of the existing correlations were satisfactory,
so they presented their data in tabular form. They also
presented a number of liquid handling capacity charts
together with a method of using them to predict the
maximum flow rates that could be obtained from'a given
plate layout. Their data tables and charts,' however,
could be used only within the range of the variables
they investigated.
In an unpublished paper presented in 1949, Hutchinson,
Buron and Miller (17) considered the properties of aerated
water flowing over horizontal and tilted sieve plates. The
previously-published literature had presented widely
varying concepts and criteria of liquid depth used in
hydraulic gradient correlations and in some proposed
correlations this variable was not even included. Hutchinson,
Buron and Miller set out, in this investigation, to obtain
actual data which would indicate the type of liquid depth
to be used. They presented a theoretical analysis of
aerated flow which indicated that an effective aerated seal
(that is the hydrostatic head of the foam measured in terms
of clear liquid flowing) was the proper depth factor to use
and they correlated their data on this basis.
.
A stainless steel plate having 1/8" perforations on
3/16" equilateral triangular centers was used with the
long dimension parallel to the liquid flow. The full
plate had a perforated area 23" wide and 47" long, an
upstream calming section which varied from 16" to 30" and
a downstream calming section 20" long. For most of the
runs, the full perforated width of the plate was used
but for high liquid rates (over 2,000 gph/ft.) the width
of the channel was reduced by half. The length of
the aerated section was varied, by blanking off the
upstream holes, from 30* to 47" and three sets of runs
were made with a forward tilt to the sieveplate of
approximately 1%. Liquid rates up to 4,000 gph/ft.
(67 gpn/ft.) and superficial air velocities up to 9 ft./sec.
were used. Data were also taken on the head loss with
no air flowing, the perforatitna being sealed with a plastic
covering. Under these conditions, the head loss was
negligible. The average liquid seal on the plate was
varied from 3/8" to over 2" by varying the downstream
weir height and both straight and circular exit weirs were
used. Hydrostatic heads were measured in the upstream and
downstream calming sections and also in the aerated section.
On the basis of their theoretical derivations and
their data, Hutchinson, Buron and Miller decided that it
was necessary to consider the effects of aeration in
iL
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interpreting fluid flow data on sieve (and bubble-cap)
plates. The concept of density and aeration factors
was used to include the aerated flow effects in the
correlation. These factors were defined as follows:
Aeration factor, = - -
Density factor, ': aerated densit'
clear density
where the subscripts "a" and "b" refer to two liquid depths
at the same point on the plate under different flow
conditions
AP=pressure drop through the plate
s clear liquid head on the plate
nwsclear liquid density
They found also that:
(1) The gradient increased with increased liquid rate.
(2) The gradient decreased with increased seal.
(D) For a sloped plate, the absolute gradient increased
compared to a flat plate operated under the same
conditions but that the gradient relative to the
sloped plate decreased.
(4) There was a logarithmic variation of gradient
with average seal.
(5) The gradient decreased with decreased length
of the aerated section.
The present concept of hydraulic gradient as presented
in the literatutre can be summarized as follows:
1. Hydraulic gradient has been recognized as the
principal causative factor in uneven vapor distribution.
This results in high pressure drops and the inability to
maintain the desired quality in the output streams, both
of which seriously limit tower capacity, especially at
high liquid rates and in large diameter columns.
2. The most recent investigations point out the
necessity for considering the bubbling vapor in any con-
sideration of gradient. With all other conditions remain-
ing constant, the gradient is order of magnitude greater
for aerated flow than for non-aerated flow.
3. Several different correlations and methods of
predicting hydraulic gradient have been proposed. They
all picture hydraulic gradient as due primarily to ac-
celeration and deceleration losses caused by fluid flow
through varying cross-sections. The correlations are all
essentially submerged eir or orifice formulae; and they
all require at least one constant, tat is unique to
the liquid-vapor system and the plate configuration
being considered and which must be experimentally
determined.
31.
III. PROCEDUiRE
A. Experimiental Program
At the time this thesis was initiated, there was, in
the literature, no clear cncept of the mechanism of hy-
draulic gradient. Many associated phenomena, notably the
apparent anomaly of lowered hydrostatic pressure within
the bubbling zone were without explanation. It was felt
that before any attempt should be made at correlating
hydraulic gradient data, a satisfactory picture of hy-
draulic gradient would have to be developed. The initial
approach, therefore, was to investigate the action of the
liquid as it passed between the clear zone and the bubbling
section and to ascertain the behavior of the bubbling
liquid as it travelled across the plate.
Since the discontinuities at the ends of the bubbling
section were found to be relatively large, and since the
measured hydrostatic gradient within the bubbling section
was found to be quite small compared to the overall gradient,
it seemed reasonable to assume that these end effects and
the major part of the gradient were due to the same causes.
The unopposed jetting action of the gas streams issuing
from the end rows of bubble caps was first investigated.
Cap slots and entire cap rows were blanked off to determine
I
the effect of changing the location and magnitude of these
vapor impact forces upon the end effects. It was found
that blocking the unopposed slots at the upstream and
downstream ends of the bubbling section did not appreciably
alter their magnitude and that these end effects could be
made to occur at any cap row on the tray by blanking off
the preceding or following cap rows. Moreover, calculations
of the kinetic energy of the issuing gas streams gave
energies far too small to account for the abrupt changes
in hydrostatic head.
After discarding this explanation, the kinetic energy
change of the liquid was investigated. While the velocity
of the clear liquid through the bubbling section was ap-
preciably higher than in the clear sections at either end,
calculations again showed that the energy available could
not begin to explain the gradient or the head changes
at the ends of the bubbling section.
Several investigators had reported that the gradient
was proportional to the length of the bubbling section 112),
(1), (), (15). Data taken upon a shortened plate,
confirmed this proportionaltty of gradient with length. This
indicated that the end effects of the bubbling zone could
not be used to explain the gradient and that the irreversi-
bilities causing the gradient were proportional to the
length of the bubbling section.
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Now a mechanical energy balance taken across the
boundary between the clear and bubbling zones indicates
that if the kinetic energy change is very small and if
the irreversibility term is very small (due to the small
distance), then the potential energy change must also
be quite small and the potential energy must be approximately
the same in both the bubbling liquid and the adjacent
clear liquid.
Z - - 2- F (1)
gc 2gc 16.2gc
or neg. neg.
P~b+ Eb ctfc1'fF ;AFe #- -FrS (la)
Therefore, F PE is very small and
PEj- o El (lb)
The potential energy in the bubbling zone was determined
by measuring the static pressure as a function of height
above the tray floor and graphically integrating the resulting
curves. It was found that the predicted constancy of
potential energy across the bubbling zone boundary actually
did exist, and that, furthermore, there was an essentially
constant potential energy gradient across the bubbling zone.
Hutchinson, Buron and Miller (7) later confirmed this
concept in their unpublished work on sieve plates.
:.
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The data which had been taken up to this time also
indicated tat the gradient for aerated flow was order
of magnitude higher than for non-aerated flow under other-
wise identical conditions. A program of measuring the
wall drag for both aerated and non-aerated flow was set
up and while the experimental error in these measurements
was quite large, aroundkO4%, they indicated an increase
in the frictional wall drag for aerated over non-aerated
flow of about ten-fold. The literature on the two-phase
flow of liquids and gases in pipes confirms the existence
of these greatly-increased frictional effects.
The picture of hydraulic gradient which evolved from
this part of the investigation seemed to indicate a
Fanning friction-factor type of expression as the method
of correlation and the final results were quite satisfactory.
All of the data obtained up to this point had been
taken upon two similar tray layouts of 4" diameter bubble
caps with no skirt clearance but with one tray layout 0.7
the length of the other. To further verify the method
of gradient correlation, data were then obtained for two
other types of bubble caps and tray layouts, one consisting
of eight rectangular tunnel caps placed parallel to the
water flow, and the second of 3-3/4" diameter bubble caps
of a different design with 4" skirt clearance. This later
i
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configuration produced, as expected, very small gradients
in most cases the gradient couldn't be detected -- and an
investigation was then made into the mixing characteristics
of the liquid on this tray.
Most of the data were obtained with an air-water system.
However, data were also obtained for an air-foaming water
system to determine the effect of surface tension and upon
air-corn syrup system to determine the effect of viscosity.
n+.n ^IFF -hA-n4n=AJ n P 14nii4 nn+ s-.=c nll F^ Q; fr"/f. f.
width and superficial air velocities up to 9 ft./sec. Exit
weir heights of up to 5" were used for the zero skirt clearance
runs and up to 10" for the 4" skirt clearance runs. The
resulting minimum seals ranged from 0" to 5". Present day
commercial practice is to design towers with liquid rates
below 45 gpm/ft., with superficial vapor velocities of
under 6 ft./sec. and with seals of 2" or less.
B . pparatus
The work of Gardner (12) and to some extent that of
Good, Hutchinson and Rousseau (15) indicated that data obtained
upon rectangular plate sections were applicable to circular
plates. In large diameter columns especially, the generally-
accepted practice of using chord weirs has made the channel
for fluid flow approximately rectangular. It was felt,
therefore,that rectangular plate sections would give satis-
factory data for use in actual column design.
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1. General&Set-up
The apparatus used in obtaining the gradient data
was constructed by Seuren (2) and is shown in Figures 2 to
15. It consisted of a horizontal channel, having overall
dimensions of 10 ft. long by 1.18 ft. wide, the floor of
which was a waterproofed plywood sheet containing the
plate layout under investigation. This tray floor was
removable so that various types of caps and tray layouts
could be tested. Air and water were used almost exclusively
for test purposes, air being blown up through the cap
section and water flowing across the plate. The top of
the channel was open so that the plate section operated
under essentially atmospheric pressure. The front wall
of the apparatus was glass-windowed for a distance of 7k',
so that the action of the caps and the bubbling vapor could
be observed.
Air was supplied through an 8" duct to an air-tight
plenum chamber beneath the tray section which distributed
the air to the caps. For the first part of the investiga-
tion, a 3HP, low-pressure blower with a maximum capacity
of 1100 cfm against atmospheric pressure was used to provide
the air. With this blower, the air rate was controlled by
a butterfly valve on the blower inlet. The maximum air
capacity was later increased to 2,000 cfm against atmospheric
..
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pressure by the use of a 15iHP, Sturtevant blower. For this
latter installation, a slide damper in the blower discharge
was used to regulate the air flow. The air rate was
measured by a square-edged orifice, and straightening
vanes were placed upstream of the orifice to insure a
satisfactory velocity profile. A velocity profile traverse
was made to check the orifice calibration (13), (27).
Water was pumped from three 42-gal. drums, providing
surge capacity, by two 2HF, Gould, centrifugal pumps in
parallel having a maximum capacity of 140 gpm. The water
rate was controlled by a globe valve in the 2" water line
and was metered by a square-edged orifice. This orifice
was calibrated by direct measurement (2), (1), (19), (27).
A 14" inlet weir was used to distribute the water flow
evenly across the plate section and to reduce eddying
in the inlet calming section. The water, after passing
through the inlet calming section, flowed over the capped
section of the platethrough an outlet calming section
and discharged over an adjustable outlet weir back to the
surge drums. The surge drums were manifolded so that
the liquid discharging from the plate section could be
either recycled or purged to the sewer.
Pressure taps for measuring hydrostatic heads at the
tray floor were located at various points within the bub-
bling section and in the upstream and downstream calming
38.
sections (see Figure 3). These pressure taps were connected
to open-end manometers which were zeroed to read liquid level
directly.
2. Plate I
Most of the gradient data were obtained on a tray
of 4" diameter, Badger Co., bubble caps. 20 full-and 10 half-
caps were arranged in 10 rows on 6" triangular centers with
no skirt clearance (see Figs. 3, 8 and 9). The 10 half-
caps were sealed against the glass walls with rubber gaskets
and the riser area of these half-caps was reduced so as to
keep the ratio of riser area to cap slot area the same as
for a full cap. One tap for measuring hydrostatic head
was provided in each calming section and at each row
of bubble caps across the tray. To test the proportionality
of gradient with length of the bubbling section, a number
of runs were made upon this same tray layout shortened
by removing the three downstream cap rows and blanking
the holes in the tray floor. The outlet weir height for
both the full-length and the shortened tray was varied from
0" to 5".
3. late II
16 - 3 3/4" Stone and Webster bubble caps located
on 7 3/4" triangular centers were used on this plate
4,
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(Figs. 3, 10, 11). Eight rows of two caps each were used,
the number of caps and the cap layout being chosen so that
the total slot area and the superficial air velocities were
comparable with those of Plate I. These caps were placed
upon 7" high risers so that the skirt clearance was 4".
The outlet weir height was varied from 5" to 8". Ten hydro-
static pressure taps were providedone at each cap row
and one in each calming section.
4. Plate III
This plate contained eight, Fluor Co., tunnel caps,
8.0" long by 3.75" wide. (Figs. 3, 12, 13). The caps
were mounted flush on the plate and because of the cap
design had 1/4" skirt clearance. The caps were located
in two staggered lines of four caps each with 8" between
the ends of the caps in each line. The distance from
the apparatus wall to the center-line of the nearest cap
line was equal to the distance between the cap line center-
lines. The number and location of the caps was chosen so
that the total slot area and the superficial vapor velocities
would be comparable with Plate I.
5. Hydrostatic Pressure Probe
In order to measure the hydrostatic head at any
point within the aerated fluid, the air pressure probe shown
in Figs. 14 and 15 was constructed. It operated, basically,
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by measuring the air pressure required to just start the
submerged probe tip bubbling. The probe, itself, was made
of l" copper tubing with a flattened, double-ended tip on
the lower end. The flattened tip allowed head measurements
to be made close to the tray floor and the double-ended
construction, because of the more frequent bubbling, de-
creased manometer fluctuations. One arm of a tee at
the upper end of the probe was connected to an open-end,
water-filled manometer and the other arm to a constant-rate,
air supply. The manometer lead was throttled to reduce
the fluctuations due to vapor bubble impingement on the
probe tip. Initially, the air rate was controlled by the
positive displacement of air. This was done by dripping
water into a sealed flask, the air being discharged through
the probe. For most of the runs, however, the regular
Institute air supply was used. The air rate was controlled
by first throttling the air with a globe valve and then
passing it through a regulator consisting of a tee, one
arm of which discharged beneath a fixed depth of water.
The other two arms connected the probe to the air line.
The pressure drop from the regulator to the probe assembly
was made large compared to that through the submerged discharge
tube so that any increase in the air pressure in the main
would increase the purge rate with relatively little effect
on the flow rate to the probe. It was found. that witnin
L
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the range encountered, variations in the air rate to the
probe (as determined by the rate of bubbling in the regulator)
had no measurable effect on the probe manometer reading.
A pointer mounted on the probe indicated, on a scale mounted
on the probe assembly, the tip height above the tray floor.
6. Wal. Drag Apparatus
The wall drag was measured by obtaining the angular
deflection of a rectangular plate suspended on edge within
the liquid so that flow was parallel to the long dimension.
Tie plate was suspended at the front end by two threads,
one leading to the top of each side of the channel to reduce
the twisting of the plate. The rear end was hung from a single
vertical thread running across a quadrant. This rear thread
served as the indicator on the quadrant scale.
C mple0 u.mLuw.LULLc.l UIVre.Ll.A V. UbL4 JJsprCLI6UiW Viey
details and plate layouts will be found in the Appendix.
C. Experimental Procedure
Since the operation of the bubble cap apparatus was
basically the same for all the gradient runs, a typical
run will be described and the individual runs described only
as they differ from this typical run.
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1. pical u
1. The surge tanks are filled about three-quarters
full with water.
2. The air blower is started with the damper at
least half open. If the blower is not started before the
water pump, water will dump down the bubble cap risers
and flood the air chamber. The drain valve from the air
chamber should be kept open except during the actual run
to allow any leakage from the tray to drain out.
3. The globe valve in the water line is cracked,
the air bleed valve on one of tne pump casings is opened
and the pump is started. After the pump gets suction,
the bleed valve is closed. One pump was used for water
rates up to 25 gpm/ft. and two pumps were used above that
rate.
4. The hydrostatic head manometer lines are purged
of Air. This should always be done if the equipment has been
standing more than eight or ten hours. There is a water
aspirator on the back of the manometer board which can be
attached by rubber tubing to the top of the manometer
glasses to evacuate the lines. During the purging operation,
a 2" discharge weir should be used to maintain the water
level on the tray. After the purging is completed, the
water should be turned off and the manometer readings-checked.
With the water off, the readings should lie on a horizontal,
straight line. If any manometer level varies appreciably
from this straight line, that manometer lead probably still
contains air and the purging should be repeated.
5. The head manometers are now zeroed. The exit
weir should be removed and the plate sponged dry. The liquid
heights in the manometers should again all lie on a straight
horizontal line which should be made the zero on the manometer
scale. The first time the apparatus is operated and occasionally
afterwards, it may be found that the manometer zero-level line
has a bow to it. This is caused by the tray floor not being
level, and can be corrected by means of the level adjusting
screws on the legs of the apparatus.
6. The correct exit weir is installed.
7. The ambient barometric pressure is recorded.
8. For stable plate runs, both pumps are started
and the water discharge valve is opened wide. Due to restric-
tions in the manifolding system, it s necessary, at water
rates over 50 gpm/ft., to discharge to the sewer part of
the water from the tray overflow drum and to supply fresh
water to the pump suction drums at the same rate. Otherwise,
the pumps will pump the suction drums dry while the tray
L
discharge drum may fill up and overflow. While the water
rate is somewhat insensitive to the liquid level in the
drums, the fresh water supply and water purge to the sewer,
should be adjusted so as to keep this level relatively
constant, since large level changes will affect the water
rate.
9. The air rate is reduced by the slide damper
to the point where the tray is Just stable. Since the
apparatus is operating at its maximum water rate, the tray
will remain stable for all lower water rates.
10. About three minutes are required for the flow
to reach steady state.
11. Readings are taken of the gradient manometers,
the dp across the air and the water orifices, the air pressure
upstream of the air orifice, and the air and water temperatures.
12. The water rate is reduced by means of the water
discharge valve, about three minutes are allowed to ensure
steady state, and readings are again taken as in 11. (Readings
were taken at water rates of 15, 25, 50, 75 and 93 (maximum)
gp/ft. for each air rate.)
13. The air rate is then increased and another set
of readings is taken for the various water rates as in 11
and 12. (Three or four air rates were used -- minimum for
L
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stable plate operation at maximum water rate, maximum air
rate, and one or two values in between. Data were also
taken at the lower water rates for the minimum air rate
at which the plate remained stable.)
14. The weir height is changed and a new set
of runs made as in 11 through 13. (Weir heights of O", 1",
2", 3" and 5" were used for the flush caps and weir heights
of 5 6", 7" and 8" were used for the 4" skirt clearance
caps.)
15. In shutting down the apparatus, the water pumps
should be shut off, the exit weir removed and the tray al-
lowed to drain before the air is shut off. The air chamber
drain valve should be opened to allow any water in the air
chamber to drain out. The water regulating valve should be
left open to allow the water trapped behind the inlet weir
to drain off the plate.
2. Potential Energy Traverses
The potential energy traverses of the foam cnsisted
essentially of determining the hydrostatic head at any point
in the foam as a function of the height above the tray floor.
Initially, the air rate to the probe was controlled by
positive displacement with water. The water flowed dropwise
(about one drop/second) from a reservoir into a separatory
funnel. This air supply was not continuous since the funnel
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became filled and had to be emptied. For most of the runs,
the regular nstitute air upply was used, the rate being
controlled by a throttle valve and a regulator. The throttle
valve was cracked so that approximately one bubble every
second was produced at thelprobe tip in clear liquid. It
was found that this bubbling rate was essentially independent
of the liquid head above the probe tip. The open-end, water-
filled manometer read the hydrostatic head plus the surface
tension effect at the tip. This surface tension effect was
measured first in clear water. Since in clear liquid the
hydrostatic head was a known function of the height, the
surface tension correction could be easily determined as
the difference between the tip submergence and the manometer
reading, both expressed in inches. It was found that this
correction was constant and independent of the head of liquid
above the probe tip. The clear liquid surface tension cor-
rection for this probe was 0.65 inch. The surface tension
effect for a highly-aerated foam was then checked by lowering
the probe tip to the tray floor adjacent to a tray floor pres-
sure tap and comparing the probe manometer reading with the
hydrostatic head manometer reading. Within the experimental
error, the surface tension correction was again determined as
0.65 inches. All the probe manometer readings were, therefore,
corrected for surface tension by subtracting 0.65 inch.
Potential energy traverses were taken at the locations shown
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in Figure 3. The tray was first allowed to reach steady
state and the data described in Section 11 of the typical
run were taken. The probe tip was then lowered to the
floor of the bubbling section and hydrostatic head readings
were taken at the floor and at half inch intervals up
through the foam. About 30 seconds were allowed at each
level to make certain the manometer had reached equilibrium.
Traverses were made across the tray as well as along the
tray, to see if there was any change in the foam density
across the tray.
3. Foam Height Measurements
For those runs in which potential energy traverses
were made, the foam height was considered as that distance
above the tray at which the probe first registered only the
calibration reading. Since there were enough entrained
droplets to wet the probe tip and give a calibration reading
several inches above the foam, the height was determined by
raising the probe up through the froth until a reading of
0.65" was obtained.
For those runs in which no potential energy traverse
was made, the foam height was estimated visually. Estimated
visual foam heights were also obtained for those runs in which
the height was measured by the probe. The visual foam heights
generally checked the measured heights as determined by the
L
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probe within 0.5 inch. Some data were obtained for
an air-foaming water system. For this system, an "effective
foam height" was used, since it was found that a considerable
height of froth which contained only a negligible quantity
of water floated on top of the bubbling zone. The effective
foam height was defined as that height above the tray floor
at which the probe first registered the calibration reading
of 0.65 inch.
4. End Effect Study
A program of blanking off-cap slots and entire rows
was undertaken to determine the contribution of the vapor
impact forces of the gas streams issuing from the cap slots
upon the end effedts and upon the gradient. The cap slots
were blanked off with friction tape applied to the outer
periphery of the caps. When only part of the cap slot area
was blanked off, the riser area was reduced proportionately
so that the ratio of riser area to slot area remained the
same as for an unblanked cap. This reduction in riser area
was accomplished by fastening split wooden sleeve inserts
around the cap tie-down bolt, reducing the annular area for
air flow. Gradient data were taken as outlined in the
typical run. Runs were made with the unopposed upstream
and downstream slots of the end cap rows blanked, with
entire cap rows blanked, and with all of the upstream or
downstream cap slots blanked. Since the effect of vapor
L
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velocities and vapor impact forces was being studied,
the air rate for most of the runs was adjusted to keep
the cap slot velocities constant. Water rates of from
12 gpm/ft. to 35 gpn/ft. and superficial air velocities
of from 0.5 to 2.0 ft./sec. were used.
5. Wall Drag Measurements
To check the effect of wall friction, the angular
deflection of a rectangular plate suspended on edge in the
liquid so that the flow was parallel to the long dimension
was measured. Data for aerated and non-aerated flow, for
various locations and for various water rates were obtained.
Three different plates were used to see if plate size had
any measurable effect.
Table I
WALL DRAG PLATE DIMNSINS
plate Length Width Weight Area (both sides 
1 6.18 in. 1.75 in. 55.2 gm. 0.150 sq, ft.
2 12.36 in. 1.75 in. 31.8 gm. 0.300 sq.ft.
3 12.36 in. 1.75 in. 104.0 gm. 0.300 sq.ft.
Water rates of from 15 to 93 gpm/ft. and superficial air
velocities up to 5 ft./sec. were used. Runs were also made
with no air flowing so a comparison of the clear liquid and
aerated liquid drags could be made. Three different plate
locations were used to determine the wall drag variation
within the bubbling zone:
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1. Between the cap lines at tray level, the bottom
edge of the test plate being just above the trayfloor.
2. Above the top of the caps and over the middle lime
of caps. The bottom edge of the test plate was
about i" above the tops of the caps.
3. Above the top of the caps as in (2) but between
tkB cap lines as in (1).
A significant variation in wall drag with the position
of the test plate would probably indicate a stratification
of flow on the tray.
6. Mixing Runs
The liquid mixing characteristics of Plate I were
investigated first visually by the injection of dye and then
quantitatively by the injection of salt solution and the
measuremnent of salt concentrations. For the visual measure-
ments, blue dye was injected through a tap in the tray floor
located 12" upstream from the first row of caps. Liquid
rates::of 15 to 84 gpm/ft. air rates of 80 to 1400 cifm (0.2
to 4 ft./sec. superficial air velocity) and weir heights of
6", 7" and 8" were used.
For the quantitative measurements, a concentrated salt
solution was injected at a uniform rate into the clear
liquid through a 10 mm. glass tube discharging at tray level
at the same point used for the dye. The brine was fed by
a constant head siphon from a 5 gal. common bottle which had
A
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been calibrated into 3 divisions each representing 1.2
gallons of solution. The addition rate was measured by
taking the time for a drop in level of three divisions.
Addition times varied from3 to 6 minutes. Fresh water was
constantly fed to the pumps and the salt water discharging from
the plate was purged to the sewer. Data were taken for
water rates of 25 to 45 gp/ft., air rates up to 1420 cfm.
(superficial air velocity of 4 ft./sec.) and weir heights
up to 8".
Samples of clear liquid were taken both at the surface
and at tray level at points upstream, downstream and beneath
the aerated liquid and at the- exit weir; foam samples were
taken at either end and at the middle of the bubbling section
(Figure 15). Two sets of data were taken at a time interval
of about two minutes and compared to determine if steady
state had been reached. Liquid samples beneath the aerated
section were drawn into 100 ml. pipettes connected to
an aspirator. Foam samples were taken by immersing an up-
right beaker in the foam and allowing a sufficient quantity
of spray to collect.
The foam and liquid samples were analyzed by titration
with 0.1N silver nitrate solution using dichloroflourescein
as an indicator. Snce the chloride concentrations of the
samples (0.01 to 0.30 N) were very igh compared to the
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chloride in the tap water (0.0007 N), no orrection was made
for the latter.
Two mixing runs were also made on Plate I using the
same experimental procedure. Water rates of 15 and 75 gpm/ft.,
an air rate of 1,000 cfm (superficial air velocity of 2.7
ft./sec.) and a weir height of 3" were used.
D. Methods of Correlation
1. Hydrostatic Head Gradient
The hydrostatic gradient data are presented as plots
of hydrostatic head vs. distance along the tray. These curves
represent, therefore, the equivalent clear liquid profile
along the tray.
2. Potential Energy Gradient
The potential energy gradient data are presented
as plots of potential energy vs. distance along the tray.
The potential energy at any cross-section along the tray
was determined by plotting the hydrostatic head vs. the
height above the tray floor. The area under this curve
divided by the hydrostatic head at the tray floor gave
the total potential energy in the aerated liquid above
the given point on the tray floor expressed In inches of
clear liquid.
.. Wall Drag correation
The wall drag data were determined as angles of
deflection of the horizontal plate apparatus. The weight
of the plate and the plate surface area subject to the
wall drag ford* were also known. From these data, a
simple force balance enables the calculation of the
frictional drag effect of the flowing liquid upon the
plate. The results are given in tabular form.
4. Degree of Mixing
The mixing run. data were presented as plots of
percent of unmixedness vs. distance along the tray. The
percent unmixed was defined by the relation:
ICO(actual concentration - concentration at perfect mixing),
concentration at perfect mixing
Since both the pure water and brine solution rates are known,
the concentration at perfect mixing is given by the expression:
(brine rate) (brine concentration)
brine rate + water rate
_5. Hydraulic Gradient
The overall hydraulic gradient data were correlated
by a Fanning friction factor type of expression, for which a
modified friction factor was plotted as a function of the
Reyn,,olds number. A complete description and analysis of this
correlation is given in the Discussion of Results.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main results of this thesis are:
1. A picture of hydraulic gradient and related
flow phenomena.
2. A correlation for the hydraulic gradient data.
3. A calculation procedure for predicting hydraulic
gradient.
These will be developed and discussed separately.
A. H ydros atic Hed Pro iies
In the course of tis investigation, hydrostatic head
data were taken for over 300 separate runs. These head
data were reproducible within 5%. Figures 16 through
27 are typical hydrostatic head profiles.
1. Effect of Air Rcte
Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 show the effect of the
air rate upon the hydrostatic head profile. Fig. 16 shows
profiles for nowater flow; i.e. air bubbling up through a
stagnant pool of water. For these runs, the upstream (Tap #0)
and &xwnstream (Tap #11) clear liquid heads are fixed by the
weir height and remain constant and equal to the weir height.
As t~he air rate increases, the hydrostatic head in the bubbling
section decreases, the displaced water spilling over the outlet
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weir. A trickle of water as kept flowing to ensure that
the clear liquid heads would remain equal to the weir height,
the head loss introduced by this very small flow being
negligible and incapable of detection. Increasing the air
rate decreases the hydrostatic pressure in the bubbling
section up to the point where the liquid becomes completely
aerated and the foam extends down to the tray floor. At
this air rate (ca. 1,000 cfm) the density factor, f, is
approximately one-third. Above this air rate, the hydrostatic
head profile does not change and i remains constant.
Figures 17, 18 and 19 show hydrostatic head profiles
at water rates of 15, 50 and 93 gpm/ft. With no air flowing,
the gradient profile is, within the experimental error, a
straight line of very small slope. As the air rate increases,
the downstream caps start to bubble, the hydrostatic head
within the bubbling section is reduced to a value below
that in the downstream calming section, the downstream,
clear liquid, hydrostatic head (Tap #11) decreases below
the head for no air flow and the upstream, clear liquid,
hydrostatic head (Tap #0) increases. This slightly reduced
downstream hydrostatic head seems to be approximately con-
stant and independent of any further increase in air rate.
As the air rate increases, the number of cap rows bubbling
increases and the hydrostatic head within the bubbling
section decreases. Then the air rate is high enough to
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allow stable tray operation, (all caps bubbling), the
gradient within the bubbling section is very small com-
pared to the overall head loss; for the lower water rates,
the gradient within the bubbling section is, within the
experimental error, zero. There is still, at the air
rate which ust allows stable operation, a thin layer
of clear liquid flowing next to the plate. At an air rate
somewhat higher than that required for stable operation,
the liquid becomes completely aerated down to the tray
floor. At this air rate, J= 1/3. Increasing the air
rate above the point at which the liquid becomes completely
aerated does not change the hydrostatic head profile ap-
preciably and remains constant. The upstream clear
liquid, hydrostatic head increases, with increasing air
rate until complete aeration of the bubbling liquid is
reached. Higher air rates do not further increase the
upstream head. Thus, the hydraulic gradient, for a given
water rate, increases with increasing air rate up to the
point where the flowing liquid becomes completely aerated
down to the tray floor. Increasing the air rate above
this point of complete aeration does not increase the
hydraulic gradient.
2. Effect of Water Rate
Figures 20, 21 and 22 show the effect of the water
rate upon the hydrostatic head profile. With no air flowing,
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Figure 20, the head profile is a straight line. Now,
the theory for flow in an open channel says that the rate
of change of head should increase with increased length
of channel. As we move downstream, the head decreases,
the cross-sectional area for flow also decreases and
the velocity increases with a consequent increase in the
frictional effect. In this case, however, the head loss
across the plate either cannot be detected or is very small.
At low water rates, below 50 gpn/ft., there is no detectable
head loss and even at the highest water rate tested, the
head loss is only 0.1". The change in velocity, therefore,
is negligible, as is any change in the slope of the gradient
curves. The water level, as would be expected, increases
with increasing water rate.
Figure 21 shows hydrostatic head profiles at an air
rate of 590 cfm. At this air rate, the tray was quite
unstable at all water rates tested. Presumably, if the
water rate were reduced low enough, the tray would become
stable. As the water rate is increased, the active length
of the tray decreases. As in Figure 20, the water level
on the tray increases with increasing water rate.
Figure 22 shows hydrostatic head profiles at an air
rate of 1400 cfm. At this air rate, the tray was completely
stable at all water rates tested. The hydrostatic head
L
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gradient within the bubbling section is small relative to
the overall ead loss for all the water rates. However,
the gradient within the bubbling section does increase
with increasing water rate. 3 = 1/3 for all water rates.
The increase, with increased water rate, of the upstream,
clear liquid, hydrostatic head (Tap #0) is much greater
than the corresponding increase in the downstream, clear
liquid, hydrostatic head (Tap #11). Thus, for a stable
tray with complete aeration down to the tray floor, the
hydraulic gradient increases with increasing water rate.
3. Effect of Weir Height
Figure 23 shows the effect of weir height upon
the hydrostatic head gradient at an air rate of 1,000 cfm
and a water rate of 25 gpn/ft. At these air and water
rates, the tray was stable and completely aerated down to
the tray floor for all the weir heights tested. At the
lower weir heights, there is a very small hydrostatic
head gradient within the bubbling section. At the higher
weir heights, 3 and 5", there is no detectable head gradient
within the bubbling section. The upstream and downstream,
clear liquid, hydrostatic heads increase with increasing
weir height, but the upstream head increases much less
than the downstream head. Thus, the hydraulic gradient
decreases with increasing weir height.
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4. 'Effect of' Blanking Cap Rows
Figure 24 shows the effect of blanking off downstream
cap rows. As cap rows were blanked off, the air rate was
reduced so as to keep the air rate per cap row a constant.
Thus, the average cap slot velocity and the superficial air
velocity (based upon the bubbling sectisnnly) were kept
the same for all these runs. Blanking off downstream cap
rows does not change the hydrostatic head profile within
the portion of the tray still bubbling. The downstream
clear liquid head (Tap #11) increases slightly as the bubbling
section moves further upstream. The upstream clear liquid
head (Tap #0) decreases as the length of the bubbling section
decreases. Thus, the hydraulic gradient decreases as the
length of the bubbling section decreases.
Figure 25 shows the effect of blanking off upstream
cap rows. Air rate per cap row was kept constant, thereby
keeping the average cap slot velocity and the superficial
- . .air velocity constant. The hydrostatic head profile within
the portion of the tray still bubbling is not affected by
blanking off upstream cap rows. The downstream clear
liquid head (Tap #11) remains essentially constant as the
length of the bubbling section decreases. The upstream clear
;. liquid nead (Tap #0) decreases as the length of the bubbling
section decreases and the head profile upstream of the bubbling
·
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section is a straight line of very small slope. The hydraulic
gradient, as in Figure 24, decreases with decreased length
of the bubbling section.
Figure 26 shows the effect of simultaneously blanking
off the two upstream and the two downstream cap rows. The
head profile within the bubbling section remains the same
as for the tray operating with all cap rows bubbling. The
downstream head (Tap #11) increases slightly and the upstream
head (Tap #0) decreases for the shortened bubbling section,
thus decreasing the hydraulic gradient.
5. Effect of Blanking Cap Slots
. .....
Figure 27 shows the effect of blanking off the
unopposed outer slots at the upstream and downstream ends
of the bubbling section and of blanking off all the upstream
- or downstream slots. Within the experimental error of
.
the measurements, blanking off these slots does not ap-
preciably alter the hydrostatic head profile or tIhe hy-
draulic gradient.
6. Foaming Run
;:~- ~A series of runs were made with concentrated liquid
;:: soap added to the water to determine the effect of foaming
.
upon the hydrostatic head profile. The visual foam height
-
' ) increased markedly, almost doubling for high air rates
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However, the hydrostatic head profile remained essentially
unchanged and potential traverses indicated that the top
portion of the foam was essentially froth and contained
no appreciable amount of water. In considering the foaming
run data, therefore, the foam height used was the effective
foam height, Le, which was determined as that point aboveI[ which the probe read only the calibration reading. The ef-
fective foam height was always considerably less than the
|. visual foam height and was, for the same air and water
.:- rates and weir height, approximately the same as the foam
"- height for the non-foaming runs.
B. Potential Energy Profiles
Potential energy data were taken for thirty-two runs.
Each point on the potential energy profile was determined
by graphical integration of the plot of hydrostatic head
:.
vs. height above the tray floor. Essentially, the potential
energy for any point on the tray is determined by the sum-
- mation of the potential energies of all the individual
differential volume of foam above the point; i.e. the weight
of the differential volume times its height above the tray
floor. (Figure 28 is a typical plot). These values are
-probably accurate only to t 15%. The top portion of these
- . potential energy plots is somewhat in doubt due to the large
possible error in the foam height determination. However,
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an inipection of the curves shows that a large change in
Lo can introduce only a small change in the area under the
curve since the ordinate and the curve are very close
together. Essentially, the potential energy for any point
on the tray is determined by the summation of the potential
energies of all the individual differential volumes of foam
above the point; i.e. the weight of the differential volume
times its height above the tray floor.
Figures 29, 30 ad 31 are typical potential energy
profiles at water rates of 15, 25 and 50 gpm/ft., respectively.
Within the experimental error, the potential energy profile
for a given water rate is a straight line which is indepen-
dent of the air rate and which shows no appreciable dis-
continuities at the ends of the bubbling section. The liquid
level on the plate and the slope of the potential energy
profile both increase with increased water rate.
C. Wall Drag Measurements
Table II shows the results of twenty wall drag measure-
ments made for both aerated and non-aerated flow. These
data indicate that for a given water rate, the wall drag
friction force per unit area for aerated flow is six to
nine times the friction force for non-aerated flow. Within
the experimental error, which is about ' 40%, there is no
63.
TABLE II
WALL DRAG MEAASUREMENTS
.....
Plate Plate Weter
No. Loca- Rate
tion G'
gpm/ft.
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
2 1
2 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3
3 3j
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
11
3
1
1
1
1
1
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
50
50
50
50
15
25
50
75
.93.
Air
Rate
Qa
cfl
(7 rovs)
0
630
990
635
1000
o
0
0
730o
9o
770
0
79o
1025
0
1020
1020
1010
1000
1000
Friction
Forcelb./ft 2
0.007
0.06
0.05
0.07
0.06
o *oo7
0.00
o.006
o. 04
0.03o oD
0.03
0.007
o. o4
0.05
0.007
0.05
o. 04
0.05
0.06
0.05
Plate Length Width Area
-.... (both sides)
1 6.18
2 12.36
3 12.36
in. 1.75
in. 1.75
in. 1.75
in. 0.150 sq.ft.
in. 0.300 sq.ft.
in. 0.300 sq.ft.
55.2 gin.
31.8 gm.
104 gin.
0.81 lb./ft2
0. 23 lb./ft 2
0.77 lb/ft2
Plate Locations
1. Between cap lines at tray level.
2. Above top of caps over middle line of caps.
3. Above top of caps between cap lines.
Weir
hgt.
hw
frxhes
Run
A-1
A-2
D
B
C
F
E
G-1
H
G-2
3
K
L
M
N
0-1
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
Weight W/A
6*.
L&LgaL.LuaxLu xa l . ±I-LU'.LulU urag wLin elnler lincreaseu
water rate or increased air rate. There is no significant
difference in the friction drag for the three different
plates tested. The location of the test plate within
tre oubDling section also nag no apparent arrect on
the friction drag forces.
D. Hydraulic Gradient Picture
1. Hydrostatic Head Profiles
The hydrostatic head profiles show very graphically
the effect of aeration pon the liquid flow across the plate.
With no air flowing, the profiles are straight lines with
very little slope (Figure 2). Tne erlect o increasing
water rate is to increase the liquid level on the tray and
to very slightly increase the head loss or hydraulic gradient.
As soon as a small quantity of air starts flowing,
the downstream caps, over which the seal is least, begin to
bubble and the hydrostatic head within the bubbling section
decreases to a value below that in the clear liquid sections
at either end (Figure 17). The downstream clear liquid head
decreases slightly (about 10%) upon the initial aeration, but
no further decrease in head occurs with increasing air rate.
This initial small decrease in downstream head is
probably due to incomplete recovery of the liquid velocity
ILs
- - t -P * - - - - - -- - - - P 4'- - t - - . - - - . J A - - - - - - - - - --
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i
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head leaving the bubbling section. This is because, whLile
the foam height, Lo, is approximately twice that of the ad-
jacent clear liquid, h2, - (Lo = 2h2) - the actual area avail-
able for liquid flow within the foam is L j (since f is
the fractional volume of the foam occupied by liquid). The
liquid velocities for a given liquid rate are inversely pro-
portional to the cross-sectional area available for flow:
Vb An h2 h2 1 ()
Vc Ab Lo 2
where the subscripts (b) and (c) refer to the bubbling
and clear liquid zones, respectively. In the bubbling
section, therefore, the liquid velocity at = /3 is 50%
greater than in the adjacent clear liquid section, and
evidently the distance between the end of the bubbling
section and the exit calming section is, for the ten
row runs, insufficient for complete recovery of the kinetic
energy of the liquid. This is borne out by the blanked-cap
data and the seven row runs. For those runs in which down-
stream cap rows were blocked off (Figures 2 and 26),
the downstream, clear liquid, hydrostatic heads increase
for two or three pressuretaps beyond the bubbling section
indicating the recovery of the velocity head of the
liquid as hydrostatic head.
For aerated flow, the upstream clear liquid profile
remains, as before a streaight line of very small slope,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r ~~~66.
but the upstream liquid level increases over that for unaerated
flow (Figure 17). This increased head, provides the additional
energy necessary to overcome the increased resistance due to
aeration.
As the air rate is increased, the length of the bubbling
section also increases, moving upstream. With increased
length of the bubbling section, the upstream clear liquid
level, and, consequently, the gradient, increase. (It will
be shown later that the gradient, for the same Reynolds
number in the foam, is a linear function of the length
of the bubbling section.)
As the air rate is increased, the hydrostatic head
within the bubbling section decreases, and the head profile
within the bubbling section becomes approximately a straight
line of appreciable slope. Visual observation of the
flowing liquid under conditions of unstable plate operation,
indicates that the flow in the bubbling section occurs in
two phases with a bubbling foam overlaying a clear liquid
layer. At the downstream end of the bubbling section, the
foam layer is quite thick. Due to the effect of hydraulic
gradient, the thickness of this foam layer decreases upstream
and the thickness of the underlying clear liquid layer
increases. This visual picture is confirmed by the potential
energy traverse data. Thus, we have an increasing thickness
:
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of low density foam and a decreasing thickness of high
density clear liquid as we move downstream, resulting
in a relatively steep static head profile within the
bubbling section. The slope of this static head profile
within the bubbling section decreases as the active length
of the tray increases, indicating that the variation with
length of the thickness of the clear liquid and the over-
laying foam layers is decreasing.
Above the air rate at which the tray becomes stable --
i.e. all caps bubbling -- the hydrostatic head profile
,tt
within the bubbling section is a straight line of relatively
small slope and the hydrostatic head gradient within the
bubbling section is quite small compared to the overall
hydraulic gradient. There is a thick layer of foam on
top of a thin clear liquid layer both of which have es-
sentially a constant thickness across the tray (Figures 32A
and 33). The constancy of head within the bubbling section,
together with the constancy of thickness of the foam and
clear liquid layers, indicates that the foam must have a
constant average density. For an incompletely aerated tray,
the potential energy traverses show that if 7, which is the
ratio of the average foam density to the clear liquid den-
sity, is calculated upon the basis of the foam layer only,
it remains, within the experimental error, constant at
one-third.
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A further increase in the air rate above the point of
stability eliminates the clear liquid layer entirely, the
foam extending down to the tray floor (Figure 32B). At
this point, the liquid is said to be completely aerated.
Any further increase in air rate has no significant
effect upon either the static head profile or the hydraulic
gradient. This independence, for complete aeration, of
the hydrostatic head profile from changing air rate is
also shown in Figure 16, which shows the effect of in-
creasing air rate for zero water rate (stagnant pool).
Above the air rate, at which the liquid becomes completely
aerated, a further increase in the air rate has no effect
upon the profile.
Data were also taken with whole cap rows blanked off,
(Figures 24, 25 and 26). The air rate was adjusted so
that the air rate per cap row was constant (producing con-
stant slot and superficial air velocities) and equivalent
to 960 cfm for the full plate of ten cap rows. These plots
show that for constant superficial air velocity, the profile
within the bubbling section is independent of the number
of active rows, and that the abrupt discontinuities in the
head profile occur at the ends of the bubbling section.
These data eliminate as a possible cause of the end
effects the accelerations and decelerations of the water
69.
as it enters and leaves the cap section, otherwise, the
end effects would have occurred at rows 1 and 10 irrespective
of the blocking of the cap rows. Hutchinson, Buron and
Miller (17) obtained a similar head profile with a sieve
plate which again indicates that the profile with its
discontinuities at the end of the bubbling section is basically
dependent upon the bubbling action and the foam itself
rather than on the physical configuration of the tray.
For the runs in which upstream cap rows were blanked
off, there is no change in the downstream profile, but
the upstream liquid level and, consequently, the hydraulic
gradient increases with increased length of the bubbling
section. For the runs in which downstream cap rows were
blanked, the profile within the bubbling section remains
the same while the upstream liquid level, and consequently
the hydraulic gradient, decreases as the length of the
bubbling section is shortened. The more complete recovery
of velocity head due to the increased length of the down-
stream calming section has been previously pointed out.
These hydrostatic head data show that, for the
same water rate, the hydraulic gradient is order of mag-
nitude higher for aerated than for unaerated flow (for
low water rates the unaerated gradient could not even be
detected) and that the gradient increases with increased
length of the aerated section. The data also show that
the air rate affects the gradient only as it changes the
length of the bubbling section and the degree of aeration
and that for a completely aerated, stable tray, changing
the air rate has no affect upon the gradient or the hydro-
static head profile.
These data were also plotted to show the effect of
water rate and weir height upon the hydrostatic head
profile. These plots show that:
1. ncreasing the water rate increases the gradient.
2. Increasing the water rate makes an unstable tray
more unstable and may mate a stable tray unstable.
3. Increasing the weir height increases the liquid
level on the tray but decreases the hydraulic
gradient.
These general results confirm those found in the
literature (1), 6), (9) (11) (12) (1) (1) (15)
(161- 171- (18)_
These data also show an apparent anomaly. The liquid
in flowing from the aerated to the clear zones goes from
a region of lower hydrostatic head to a region of higher
hydrostatic head, moving against a pressure gradient. This
lowered hydrostatic head within the bubbling zone compared
to the adjacent clear liquid sections can also be observed
in the pressure drop of the vapor through the tray. The
average cap pressure drops for Plate I are kncwn as a function
of the air rate.
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From the cap pressure drops and the measured pressure
drop through the tray, the hydrostatic head within the
bubbling section can be calculated. The hydrostatic heads
calculated in tis manner agreed very well with the
measured values. This phenomenon of lowered hydrostatic
head within the bubbling section has also been noted by
other investigators (2), (13), (15), (17), (18), (24).
The effect of the kinetic energy of the unopposed gas
streams issuing from the end cap rows was first considered;
data were taken with upstream and downstream cap slots
blanked off and the results shown in Figure 27. It is im-
mediately evident that the hydrostatic head profile does
not depend for its shape upon any kinetic energy contribution
of the gases. The hydrostatic head profile shows no
appreciable change, for a given degree of aeration, whether
the cap slots are all open, whether certain of the upstream
and downstream cap slots are blanked or whether all of
the upstream or downstream cap slots are blanked. Also,
any such end effect would be the same for a short bubbling
section as for a long section. The hydraulic gradient
data indicate that the gradient varies essentially linearly
with the length of the bubbling section so that any kinetic
energy effect of the bubbling gases must be quite small.
The hydrostatic head profile seems to depend only upon
the degree of aeration; the degree of aeration in turn,
. .
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for a given water rate and weir height, depends only upon
the superficial air velocity.
An additional check upon the possible contribution of
the issuing gas streams is to assume that all the kinetic
energy in the gas issuing from the downstream cap row
is available to explain the large end effects. Probably
only a very small portion of this kinetic energy can be
converted into hydrostatic head; the rest is used up in
raising the liquid in the foam and in the turbulence within
the foam. For a 2 weir, a water rate of 50 gm/ft. and
an air rate of 1450 cfrm, the measured hydraulic gradient
was 1.00 inches and the measured downstream end effect --
difference in hydrostatic head between the bubbling section
and the adjacent clear liquid section was 1.1 inches. The
total kinetic energy in the air stream issuing from the
downstream cap rows is about one-tenth that required to
account for either the hydraulic gradient or the downstream
end effect. Finally, for a completely aerated plate, the
hydrostatic head profile, and thus the gradient and the end
effects, does not change for a 50% increase in air rate
corresponding to a 225% change in the kinetic energy of
the air. Here also the data of Hutchinson, et al ()
substantiate the view that the kinetic energy of the air
streams is unimportant. They obtained similar head profiles
and end effects on sieve plates; their sir velocitieshad
only an upward component and, therefore, could not contribute
any energy directly to holding back liquid at the ends of
the bubbling section.
The possible contribution of the change in kinetic
energy of the liquid in flowing from the aerated section
to the clear section is likewise very small. While there
is a 50% reduction in liquid velocity in going from the
aerated to the non-aerated zone, the liquid velocity is
so low anyway-- approx. 0.5 ft./sec. at a water rate of
50 gpm/ft. -- that the available kinetic energy of the
liquid is again about one-tenth that required to account
for the gradient or the end effects.
2- Potential Energy Profiles
A mechanical energy balance taken across the
boundary between the clear and bubbling zones gives the
expression:
z1g- + .12-- =zy 2 -- t -2-2 t F (1)
gc 2 gc gc 2 gc
or
PEb b = PEc KEc £ F (la)
where the subscripts "b" and "ca in equation la refer to
the bubbling and clear zones, respectively. It has already
been shown that the kinetic energy change across the aerated
zone boundary is small, i.e. Eb KEc. If we assume that
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the irreversibility term, F, is small, thentae potential
energy change across the boundary must be small; FEb - PEc.
The irreversibility term,jF, across the boundary section
is made up of three contributing factors: the irreversibilities
due to the flow of the bubbling liquid approaching the boun-
dary and due to the flow of the clear liquid leaving the
boundary and any irreversibilities inherent in the boundary
itself. Since the irreversibilities due to flow are propor-
tional to the length, the first two factors can be made
negligible by making the section under consideration short
enough. If there are any appreciable rreversibilities
inherent in the bubbling liquid-clear liquid boundary,
they should become evident with varying lengths of the
aerated section. Figures 2, 25 and 26 and the data from
the seven-row runs on Plate I indicate that the hydraulic
gradient, which is a measure of the total irreversibility
occurring between the upstream and downstream calming
sections is within the experimental error, proportional
to the length of the bubbling section. Other investigators
(12), (15) ave also reported this proportionality of
gradient with length of the bubbling section. Thus, the
assumption of a small F seems quite reasonable.
Since the density within the bubbling zone is not
constant, the total potential energy which the foam above
any point on the tray possesses must be determined as the
sum of the potential energies of all the individual df-
ferential volumes of foam above the point.
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Consider a vertical slice containing one pound mass
of foam extending from the tray floor to the top of
the foam. ince the air has a negligible density compared
to the water this pound mass of foam contains essentially
a pound mass of water. The weight upon the tray floor
of this vertical slice of foam can be expressed as the area
times the pressure. Since our measurements of hydrostatic
pressure have been expressed as inches of water, h, the
pressure, in pounds/square inch, is the head, h, times the
density of water,w, and the weight upon the tray floor
is given by the expression:
W = A H =w 1 lb. mass (5)
where
W = mass of foam ~ 1 lb. mass
A - cross-sectional area of a vertical slice of
foam of 1 lb. mass. -- sq. inches
H ' hydrostatic head exerted by foam on tray floor--
incaes of water.
w density of water -- lbs/cubic inch.
or
A ' _1__ (5a)Htv
ons1ider a differential volume of oam within the
Cons ider a differential volume of foam within the
vertical slice at a height above the tray floor of y and a
thickness dy. The potential energy of this differential
volume of foam is the product of its mass times its height
above the tray floor
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d(PE) Ady4f g- y (6)
where
A area associated with 1 lb. mass. -- sq. inches.
dy- thickness of differential volume-- inches
f= density of the foam -- lbs/cubic inch
y height above tray floor-- inches
g/gc= conversion factor -- lbs. mass to lbs. force = 1
dp g f dy (7)
Change in pressure, dp, in going from height y to height
dy can also be expressed as the change in hydrostatic
head, dh, times the water density:
dp - / dh (8)
gc w
and combining equations (7) and (8) we get:
g- pf dy= -/w dh (7a)
gc gc
From equations (7a) and (6) we get
d(FE) = A c Aw y dh (6a)
and substituting in equation (6a) for A we get
d(E) g~(yh) (9)H gc'
Integrating between the limits h 0 and h h o gives
ho
PE / y'dh (9a)H n c
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The potential energies within the bubbling section
were determined by plotting y vs. h and graphically inte-
grating the resulting curve. Figure 28 shows such a
graphical integration.
Within the experimental error, which is fairly large --
probably - 15%, -- the potential energy profile for a
given water rate and a fully-aerated, stable tray is a
straight line. These profiles, show no discontinuities
at the ends of the bubbling section, confirming the pre-
vious assumptions of relatively small end effect irrever-
sibility and a small change in the potential energy across
the bubbling liquid -- clear liquid boundary.
3. Flow Mechanism Across Bubbling Zone Boundary
These potential energy profiles also indicate
the mechanism by which flow occurs across the boundary
of the bubbling zone. Figure 34A shows a simplified sketch
of the bubbling zone boundary of an operating tray. Hydro-
static head profiles for this section at varimus heights
above the tray are plotted underneath the sketch. At any
elevation above the tray floor, the driving force for
liquid flow across the bubbling zone boundary is the dif-
ference between the hydrostatic heads at that height in
the clear and adjacent aerated sections. The hydrostatic
head, h, at any height above the tray floor is the pressure,
I
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expressed in inches of clear liquid, exerted by the fluid
above that height. In the clear liquid zone this is e-
quivalent to the hydrostatic head at the tray floor, h2,
minus the height above the tray floor of the point in
question, y.
U = hra, en
Ac " . J
In the aerated zone, the foam density is less than the clear
liquid density; the hydrostatic head at the tray floor, H,
is equivalent to the foam height, Lo, timesj which can be
considered as the ratio of the aerated to the clear liquid
density. The hydrostatic head in the foam, hf, at any
height above the tray floor, therefore, is given by the
express ion
hf (LO-Y)i (11)
At tray level, y 0, the hydrostatic head in the clear
liquid, h2, is higher than the hydrostatic head in the bub-
o
bling section, H, and there exists a static head gradient
from the clear liquid to the bubbling zone (Figure 34B).
The local flow is back up the tray, opposite to the net
flow. At an elevation above the tray floor equal to the
height of liquid in the clear liquid zonejy = h2 and there
is no hydrostatic head exerted by the clear liquid. However,
there is a hydrostatic head in the bubbling zone equivalent
to (Lo-h2j(Figure 34C). At the elevation, y = h2, therefore,
there is a static head gradient from the bubbling zone
to the clear liquid and the local liquid flow is in
the direction of net flow. Now the density of the
clear liquid is much higher than the foam density;
ave' is, for complete aeration, equal to 0.33.
The increase in head with decrease in height is greater,
therefore, in the clear liquid than in the bubbling liquid
and the local hydrostatic head gradient in the direction of
net flow decreases as the height above the tray floor is
decreased. At some intermediate elevation, y, the hydro-
static head within the bubbling section will be equal to
the hydrostatic head in the adjacent clear liquid.
hc hf (hla)
or
h2-ye = (Lo-Ye)
(Figure 3D). At this height, there will be no flow between
the aerated and unaerated sections. Above this height,
the flow is from aerated to clear liquid; below this
height, the flow is from clear to aerated liquid.
When liquid flows between clear and aerated areas, the
depth in the aerated zone is greater than the depth in the
clear zone, while the hydrostatic head in the aerated zone
is less than the hydrostatic head in the clear zone. At
tray level, the static head driving force is away from the
clear liquid, but at high levels, the static head driving
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force is towards the clear liquid. This non-uniformity
of hydrostatic head gradient with height causes circular
flow patterns which are easily observed (Figures 35 and 36).
As a consequence of this flow distribution, the hydro-
static head gradient cannot be used as a measure of the
overall driving force causing liquid flow across a bubbling
plate and the more fundamental concept of a potential energy
gradient must be used.
4. Flow Mechanism Within the Bubbling Zone
The linearity of the potential energy loss with
distance in the bubbling section further indicates that
the large increase in te energy loss of aerated liquid
flow compared to clear liquid flow is caused by some
property of the foam itself. It is a well-established fact
that the frictional effects of vapor-liquid mixtures flowing
in pipes are very large compared to those for single phase
flow (), (4), (), (22). Martinelli with various col-
laborators, (21), (22), reports increases in pressure drop
for two-phase, vapor-liquid flow over single phase flow
of as much as one-hundred fold.
,1
The wall drag data (Table I) taken in both aerated and
clear liquid indicate that a similar phenomenon occurs in
the flow of a bubbling fluid across a bubble cap plate. The
data show an increase in wall drag friction of from six to
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nine times for aerated over non-aerated flow. Moreover,
the wall drag friction forces obtained with the plate
are comparable to those calculated from the gradient data.
Now the total drag force exerted on the foam by the tray
floor and sides must be equal to the difference between the
forces exerted by the clear liquid at the upstream and
downstream ends of the aerated section. This total drag
force when divided by the wetted area should approximate
the drag values as measured by the wall drag apparatus.
Such a calculation was made from the data of Run B-21, the
flow conditions for which correspond to those of the wall
drag Run D. The caps were considered as cylinders 4" x 2",
giving a wetted area of approximately 1l sq.ft. The wall
drag estimated thusly was 0.06 lbs/sq.ft., which compares
quite favorably with the measured value of 0.05 lb/sq.ft.
for Run D.
The increase in wall drag found in this investigation
is comparable to the increase in hydraulic gradient for
aerated over non-aerated flow, about six to ten times.
And both the wall drag and the hydraulic gradient compare
favorably with the results of Bcecher (2) on friction in
pipes using an ar-water system of approximately the same
average density and velocities of the same order of magnitude
(Table III).
I1
T
TABLE III
WALL DRAG COMPARISON
Friction
Gradient Run B-21
2" weir, water - 25 gm/ft., Vs = 4.3 ft./sec.
0.33, h = .60, Lo = 6.5"
Calculated friction
Wall Drag Run D
2" weir, water =25 gpm/ft., V = .3 ft./see.
0.33 Lo = 6.5
Measured friction
Two-Phase Flow in Pipes - Bloecher (2)
Pipe diameter = 1.0", water rate = I lb/sec.
Volumetric Air Rate
Volumetric Water Rate
0.3, pressure drop
35 lbs/ft2 (ft.)
Cnlculated friction
#/ft.2sT
0.055
o.o6
0,.05
I
I
I
I
The data show no significant effect of the location of
the test plate. This indicates that any stratification of
flow within the bubbling section is relatively small and
that for all practical purposes the flow can be considered
as approximately uniform throughout the bubbling mass.
Hutchinson, Buron and Miller (17) working on sieve
plates, get, for comparable Reynolds numbers, hydraulic gra-
dients which approximate those obtained here with bubble
cap plates. The fact that approximately the same gradient
results from flow over both a flat sieve plate and a bubble
cap plate indicates that any effect of the bubble caps
and the plate configuration as far as irreversibilities due
to changing cross-section for flow is minor.
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be considered, therefore, as basically a friction head loss
which, due to the two-phase nature of the flow, is of an
order of magnitude higher than would be expected for non-
aerated flow.
E. Hydraulic Gradient Correlation
The constancy of velocity, area available for flow, and
average foam density, along with the proportionality of
gradient with length of bubbling section indicated that cor-
relation of the friction head loss could be accomplished by
a Fanning-type friction factor. The gradient data were used
to calculate a modtired rliction ractor rom te expression:
f' gVr2N
2 g h
where: F =
ft=
V f=
N-
C,
Da =
energy loss across the bubbling section
modified friction factor
velocity of foam
length of bubbling section
conversion factor
hydraulic radius
The hydraulic radius was based upon the gross channel area,
being given by the expression:
b m
rh b 2L (13)
where: b = channel width
Lm= measured foam height
This modified friction factor was plotted as a function of
the Reynolds number of the foam which was given by the ex-
press ion:
Re' = --h f (T)
Aqf
where: Re' Reynolds number
'4= effective foam density
if = effective foam viscosity
f, the foam density, is essentially the weight of liquid
contained in a unit volume of foam plus the weigat of vapor
(12)
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contained in that same unit volume of foam. Since is
defined as the fractional volume of the foam taken up
by the liquid, the weight of liquid in a unit volume of
foam is , where Al is the density of the pure
liquid. Similarly, the fractional volume of the foam
taken up by the vapor must be (1 -j ) and the weight of
vapor in a unit volume of foam is(v (1 -) where'v is
the vapor density. Since the foam density is the weight
of liquid plus the weight of vapor in a unit volume of foam,tPo = tie i +o (l -,j )(15)
Some method of determining the effective foam viscosity
in termnns of the relative amounts of- air and water in the
foam was also required but no simple, satisfactory expression
for the viscosity of a vapor-liquid system was available.
It was arbitrarily decided, for the sake of convenience
and simplicity, to use an expression for foam viscosity
similar to that for foam density:
(f 'r /&V (1-i) (16)
This relationship has no theoretical basis; however, since
some expression was required, it was felt desirable to use
no o4vnla ; n =rxndhaoSe co naa1i Antr Am vvna3b14e iniA t eween
this calculated value of foam viscosity and the true foam
viscosity merely shows up in the friction factor, f'.
L
%; a . LL .. . & %. ,LI. '. _ _ w N' .- T _ _ __ _ .
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For the air-water system, v andv are negligible
compared to ( 1 andA i and the expressions for /f
and A f become| Off ' llfir (15a)
/^ -/4 if (16a)
Figure 37 shows the original friction factor correlation,
f' vs. Re', based upon this data. While the points all lie
within the experimental error, the spread is quite large.
It was found that this large spread was due to the low
accuracy of measurement of Lm, -30%. In the expression for f'
ft FgFc% (12a)
V2N| ~~~~Vf 
Vf and r both depend upon Lm:
Vf A ff m- - - ' K ( -) (17)
and
bLm
(13)
b *2L m
2
nonswiiantlv. f is anroximatelv a function of L 
f ' y -X ) it' (I.2) (12b)
K +Lm - ~ (r2
In the expression for Re',
Re - h(14)
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!, ~ Re' is approximately a function of :
!~~~~~~~~~Re' = - (- I -- ) - () (14a)
K + Lm
Thus any error in affects both f' and Re' in the same
direction; the error in Im is effectively cubed in plotting
f' vs. Re'.
Figure 38 shows a plot of Im vs. h2, the downstream
calming section hydrostatic head, h2 is probably accurate toI Z5%. These data are correlated very satisfactorily by
3! ~ a line of slope 2.
Lo 2h2 (18)
|l ~The symbol, Lo, was used to represent the foam height as
calculated from equation (18).
An additional source of error in the original correlation
of f' vs. Re' was introduced by the use of the actual measured
value of the density factor, .
H (19)
Within the experimental error, for full aeration equals
one-third, and if the calculated value of foam height, L,
.
is used in determining instead of the measured foam
height, Lm.
0.33 0.03
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The gradient data were recalculated on the basis of
I Lo = 2h2it~ ~and -
,1' /3
Figure 39 shows the resulting friction factor correlation,
ft vs. Ret. The spread is reduced considerably and the
data for each weir height fall on a straight line. The
lines are almost parallel; the slopes vary from -1.0 for
the 1" weir to -1.15 for the 5" weir. Also, as the weir
height and consequently the liquid level on the tray in-
creases, the friction factor for a given Reynolds number
increases. The downstream clear liquid head, h2, and the
foam height, Lo, increase with increased weir height. As
has been shown previously
ft 2
(Lo 2 ) (12b)
-[ ~ while Re' (Lo) (l14a)
Therefore, increasing Lo has a greater effect upon f' than Re t
and, consequently, f' for a given Re' is higher at high weir
heights (which result in high liquid levels and foam heights).
It would be very nice to be able to obtain a single
line for the friction factor correlation. Since both f and
Re' are dimensionless, any factor used to draw the lines
of Figure 39 together should also be dimensionless. The
factor chosen was
hs
h2-hs
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and it was found by trial and error that
hslot 2/3
'T . -------- (20)
h2 -hslot
drew all the lines together. The final plot of f' T vs.
Re' is shown in Figure 40. This plot correlates all the
4 ~data for Plate I including the seven row runs, and the
air-foaminw data within &109 which is well within n -
timistic estimate of the precision of the data.
The data on Plate III were taken to check the ap-
plicability of this correlation to other tray configurations.
Plate III was a very poor tray layout from the point of view
of aeration. Even with no water flow and maximum air rate,
-,j
it was impossible to even approach complete aeration over
.~1 the entire bubbling section of the tray. varied, within
the bubbling zone, from 0.30 to 0.95 depending upon the
location, and within the capped section, local areas of bub-
bling were observed along with relatively unaerated regions.
For water rates over 25 gpm/ft. the caps themselves became
unstable. Due to the liquid flow path around the front of
the cap, a low pressure area was set up along the front
portion of the tunnel caps and the front slots would bubbleF: at much lower air rates than the back slots (Figure 36).
Even at high air rates, there was some degree of unstability
along the individual tunnel caps.
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Plate III. The assumption was made that the flow within
the capped zone could be represented as occurring in two
parallel streams, a fully-aerated phase of j 1/3 and a
clear liquid phase, and that all of the head loss was caused
by the aerated stream. In order to determine the relative
amounts of liquid flowing in the aerated and clear streams,
the further assumption was made that these two streams
had the same velocity. Both of these assumptions are
probably quite different from the actual flow conditions
in the bubbling zone. However, some sort of simplification
is repired, and it is felt that the errors introduced by
these assumptions will tend to cancel out. By assuming that
all the drag occurs in the foam, the frictional effect of
the clear liquid is neglected. This tends to exaggerate
the calculated frictional effect of the foam. On the other
hand, since the drag forces are much higher in the foam,
the foam velocity is probably lower than the velocity of
the clear liquid and, therefore, the flow rate within the
foam is lower than assumed. This tends to reduce the cal-
culated frictional effect of the foam.
The total amount of liquid flowing above a given point
on the tray can be measured, in terms of inches of clear
liquid, by H, the hydrostatic head at the bottom of the
bubbling section. The flow is assumed to occur in two
phases. The clear liquid phase has a height, ha, and
exerts a hydrostatic pressure equal to this height. The
9o0
r91.
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roam phase, whicnh is assumec to nave a relative density
! ~-1/, has a foam height, Lf, and exerts a hydrostatic
|i pressure equal to Lfi. The sum of the clear liquid and
foam hydrostatic heads must be equal to the hydrostatic head
at the bottom of the bubbling section.
H hc Lf (21)
where both hcand Lf are unknown. Also, the height of
the top of the foam above the tray floor, Lo, must be equal
to the sum of the foam and clear liquid heights.
Lo = h* Lf (22)
Equations (21) and (22) can be solved for h and Lf.
From the assumption that the velocities in both the
clear liquid and the foam are the same, it follows that
the flow rates in the liquid and the foam are proportional
to the hydrostatic heads:
-- f~~r - f--~ ~(23)
G'0 hc
and
G' = G' G (24)
Using G and Lf in equations (12)(13) and (14), f' can be
determined as a function of Re'. The results are shown in
Figure 41. The correlation is quite poor, but it is within
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line obtained upon Plate I. This probably indicates that
either more of the liquid is subjected to bubbling flow
and, therefore, higher frictional drag or else that other
irreversibilities have become appreciable.
Data of Gonzales nd Roberts (14), Good, Hutchinson and
Rousseau (1) and Kemp and Pyle (18) were also correlatedly
this method; these data are plotted on Figure 42. Kemp and
Pyle reported some data on an air-perchloroethylene system
which would show any effect of density upon the gradient.
Perchloroethylene has a density of 101 lbs/ft.3 at room
temperature. They reported that there was no measurable
effect of density upon the gradient. The present correlation
of their data confirms this.
F. Degree of Mixing
The results of the mixing runs upon Plate II are shown
in Figure 43 where percent unmixed is plotted against distance
along the tray. The percent unmixed is defined as:
l00(actual concentration - concentration at perfect mixing) (2)
concentration at perfect mixing
or
Percent unmixed l..(CC.. (2a
Cp
where C = actual concentration
Cp= concentration at perfect mixing
(brine rate)(brine concentration)
ri___e________- --ra e .(D ) at ebrine-r te + wate(3)
brine rate * water rate
Using this definition, pure water has a percent unmixed of -100%,
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and perfect mixing has a value of 0%. The curves show that
under even the best conditions tested, the liquid does not
become completely mixed until half way across the bubbling
section,and for the poorest conditions tested the liquid
does not become completely mixed until it is three-quarters
across the bubbling section. The existence of appreciable
backmixing is shown by the upstream clear liquid samples.
These samples were taken upstream of the point of injection
of the brine. Increasing the liquid rate, as would be
expected, markedly improves the mixing upon the plate as
is shown by comparing curves A and B. However, the best
mixing conditions were those of curve C which had the
same flow conditions as for curve A except for a higher
weir. Evidently, the higher liquid level increases the
pumping action of the bubble caps since both liquid mixing
and upstream backmixing were improved.
Mixing data were also taken for two runs upon Plate I.
For these runs, essentially perfect mixing was reached by
the second cap row.
This experimental procedure is probably a much more
severe test of mixing than the actual conditions upon
an operating plate. In this test, the fluid started
out completely unmixed, with the brine being injected at
the bottom of the tray, as far away as possible from the
mixing action of the bubble caps. In the actual operation
of a high skirt clearance tray, the liquid will enter the
i
I
I
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capped section completely mixed. As it flows across
the bubbling zone, the liquid just below the bubbling
foam will probably remain essentially completely mixed,
to become unmixed. Since the data shov that mixing is
occurring at the tray floor all the way across the tray,
the degree of unmixedness of the liquid adjacent to the tray
floor will approach some equilibrium value. As the liquid
approaches the downstream end of the bubbling zone, the
circulatory flow pattern at the bubbling zone boundary
will serve to mix up the liquid more, and it probably
ill leave the bubbling zone completely mixed.
However, on the basis of the small amount of data
taken here, the use of high skirt clearances, with accom-
panying reduced hydraulic gradient cannot be said to give
complete mixing. Whether the degree of mixing attained
is satisfactory depends upon the vapor-liquid system used.
G. Engineering Significance of Results
rayDesign
The chemical engineer, in de signing a bubble cap
column, is faced with a design paradox. In striving for
the maximum amount of mass transfer between the liquid and
the vapor it is desirable to have as large a portion of
the tray as possible fully active and in bubbling flow.
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But, since the frictional drag for bubbling flow is much
greater than for clear liquid flow, a large bubbling zone
means a large hydraulic gradient with the possible attendant
difficulties of unstable tray operation. The realization
that tray design must be a compromise between mass transfer
and fluid flow, while it does not make the engineer's job
any easier, will enable him to better appreciate the problem
and to attack it more intelligently.
!
There are a number of things that can be done to a tray
design to reduce the hydraulic gradient. All of them have
accompanying disadvantages from the point of view of tower
operation and mass transfer. Basically, they fall into
two groups:
1. Increasing the area available for flow.
2. Decreasing the size of the bubbling section.
The area available for flow can be increased either
by
a. increasing the seal, or
b. increasing the cap skirt clearance
In both cases, the liquid level upon the tray is raised
by raising the exit weir height.
Increasing the seal increases the pressure drop of
the vapor through the tray. It also increases the height
96.
of the foam and the reduction in gradient due to reduced
velocity is somewhat offset by the increased hydraulic radius.
Increasing the cap skirt clearance does not alter the
pressure drop of the vapor through the tray. Since part
of the flow is now clear liquid, the gradient is reduced
not only because of lower velocity in the foam, but because
part of the liquid is now subjected to non-bubbling flow
with much lower frictional drag. With increased skirt
clearance, however, satisfactory mixing of the clear liquid
becomes a consideration. The use of baffles in the under-
lying clear liquid to promote mixing appears promising.
The added resistance to flow (which would show up as an
increase in hydraulic gradient) should be relatively small
since the resistance occurs in the low-friction clear liquid
layer, rather than in the high-friction foam. The size
of the bubbling section may be reduced either by making the
tray smaller or by so spacing the caps that the capped zone
is not completely aerated. The latter case is somewhat
analogous to the tray design using high skirt clearances.
A portion of the flow across the capped zone is not sub-
jected to bubbling flow and, consequently, has a much lower
frictional drag. However, if a tray with incomplete aeration
operates satisfactorily from a mass transfer point of view,
the same effect could robablv be achieved by reducing the
column diameter, which is much more desirable economically.
97.
2. Hydraulic Gradient Prediction
On the basis of this investigation, a simple
design procedure has been developed by which the hydraulic
gradient and plate stability for a given tray design can
be determined upon the basis of the liquid rate and the
allowable pressure drop of the vapor through the plate.
The procedure will first be completely described for a
tray layout with no cap skirt clearance; the method
of handling a plate layout having a cap skirt clearance
will be considered later.
1.) The downstream clear liquid level, h2 , is
determined from the liquid flow rate and
the exit weir height by the standard weir
formula.
2.) The foam height, Lo, is determined from
the expression
Lo 2h2 (18)
3.) This calculated value of Lo is used to
determine the hydraulic radius, r, and
the foam velocity, Vf:
h= bL 0 (13a)
Vf - ------- (17a)
/h bLo
4.) The effective foam density is calculated
from the expression:
4' =l ( O (- ) (15)
98.
5.) The effective foam viscosity is calculated
from the expression:
Af ' *1 + (l-.[) (16)
6.) Knowing rh, Vf, f and f, the Reynolds
number of the foam, Re, can be determined
Re = - f (14)
7.) Knowing Re', f'T can be determined from
Figure 40.
8.) T is calculated from the expression
hs 2/3
T ( -___) (20)
h2- 
and f' is determined.
9.) The hydraulic gradient, dh, is determined
from the Fanning friction expression
F - f'v2 (12)
2gcrh
where
J h 24F inches
N = length of capped section
(This assumes that the entire capped
section is active and the tray is stable.)
10.) Knowing the downstream clear liquid height,
h2 , and the hydraulic gradient, h, the up-
stream seal, Sl, can be calculated:
(25)s = h2 h - hs
rof- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~99.
11.) By comparing the upstream seal, sl, with
the total pressure drop of the vapor
through the tray, A P, the stability
of the tray can be determined. If pt is
greater than Sl, the tray is stable. If
4 Pt is less than sl, the tray is unstable.
If the tray is stable, the assumption made in step 9,
that the entire capped section is active, holds. If the
calculation shows that tray is unstable, the active length
of the tray becomes shorter than the capped length since
some of the caps are not bubbling. The hydraulic gradient
calculated under these conditions will be somewhat greater
than the actual gradient since the distance across which
the high friction foam must flow is somewhat reduced.
The procedure does predict the actual point of instability,
however, since at the point at which the tray just becomes
unstable, the capped length and the bubbling length are
still the same. In the unstable region, the procedure
is conservative. In general, the designer is interested
only in whether a tray is stable and not in the actual
number of inactive cap rows. However,(t is desirable
to determine the degree of instability of a plate, the
gradient can be recalculated upon the basis of a new length
of bubbling section, shorter than the capped section and
determined upon the basis of the originally calculated
gradient.
W.
In addition to the assumption that the entire capped
section is active, there is an implicit assumption in the
procedure -- that the liquid flow is fully aerated down
to the tray floor. Any variation from this assumption
also tends to make the results conservative. With an
underlying clear liquid layer part of the fluid flowing
experiences the reduced friction drag of clear liquid
rather than the high frictional drag of the foam. If
a more accurate value of the hydraulic gradient under these
conditions is desired, an estimation of the thickness of
the clear liquid layer should be made and the gradient
calculated according to the modified procedure used for
high skirt clearance caps.
When the bubble caps have a skirt clearance, some
estimation must be made of the amount of clear liquid
flowing underneath the foam. For low skirt clearances
(below /4") and high vapor rates, the assumption that
the flow remains fully aerated down to the tray floor is
probably a pretty good one. In any case, the assumption
of fully aerated flow will always give conservative values
since if there is an underlying clear liquid layer, the
calculated gradient will be high. When the effect of the
clear liquid layer is to be taken into account, the procedure
for calculating the gradient is modified as follows:
~I ~la). The downstream clear liquid head, h2,
is determined as before by the standard
weir formula.
lb). The height of the clear liquid layer
in the bubbling zone, h, is estimated.
I{~~~ ~In the absence of any more accurate
inrormation this can be taken as equal
to the skirt clearance.
2). The foam height, Lf, is determined from
the expression:
Lf = 2(h2-hc) (26)
3a). The flow rates in the clear liquid, Qc,
sore~~- 4-1 Bo--nd l)- be 1o^4-G..U.U UL LdU W I U UL.LVU
from the equations:
Qf Lf (2a)
-- - ----- ~~~~(23a)
Qc hc
and
Q = Qf Qc (24a)
(This assumes that the velocity of flow
is the same in both the foam and the
clear liquid. This assumption has been
discussed in the previous sectis).
3b). The hydraulic radius, rh, and foam velocity,
Vf are calculated as before on the basis
of the foam height, Lf, and the flow rate
in the foam, Qf.
bLfrh- -... (l3b)b *2Lf (
Qf(7b)V~ --~ ..... ~~~ (17b)
I fb Lf
Steps 4 through 7 are the same as in the procedure
for no skirt clearance.
I
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8). T is determined from the expression
T (- - …h' - .) 2/3 (20a)
h2-hc-hs
9). The hydraulic gradient is determined as
before.
10). The upstream seal is calculated from
the expression
sl = h2-hC+dh - h (25a)
11). The stability of the tray is determined
as before.
l)
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1. The hydraulic gradient across the bubbling section
appears to be caused almost entirely by the frictional
wall drag of the aerated fluid upon the tray floor and
walls. This frictional wall drag, due to the two phases
present in the flowing aerated liquid, is many times greater
than that for clear liquid flow. Any contribution to the
gradient of vapor and liquid kinetic energy effects and
irreversibilities due to orifice or weir type action seems
to be very small.
2. The net energy driving force across the tray neces-
sary to overcome the frictional wall drag and cause liquid
flow must be expressed as loss in potential energy. Due
to the decreased density and higher level of the foam,
the potential energy is, within the bubbling section, dif-
ferent from the hydrostatic head.
3. The flow at the bubbling zone boundary is circulatory
with the flow being from the clear to the aerated section
at the tray level and from the aerated section to the clear
in the upper part of the foam.
4. For a fully aerated air-water system, f, the fractional
volume of the foam taken up by the liquid, is constant and
equal to one-third.
1
I
iI
I
I
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,of the plate configuration and the caps as resistances to
flow is usually very minor. But since the frictional
drag is much higher for aerated than for non-aerated flow,
the effect of the plate layout upon the degree of aeration
of the flowing liquid is quite important.
6. Within the range of the experimental work of this
thesis and the meagre data available in the literature,
hhdraulic gradient can be predicted by the use of a
modified Fanning-type friction correlation:
I ^~~~~~~~'Vf2 NF ------
2gerh
{I where f T is correlated against Re':
Re' a Ifff
/f
h 5 2/3
h2-hS
7. On the basis of this correlation, a relatively
simple design procedure for the prediction of hydraulic
gradient can be developed which depends only upon the exit
weir height, the liquid rate.
8. The mixing of the clear liquid in flowing across
a plate with high cap skirt clearances (4') was not par-
ticularly good. However, due to te ackmixIng caused
by the circulation at the ends of the bubbling section,
the mixing was always complete by the time the liquid left
the capped zone. The hydraulic gradient upon this plate
w as negligible.
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9. This work confirms the results of others in the
field as to the effect on the hydraulic gradient of various
variables:
a) The hydraulic gradient increases ith
increased water rate.
b) The hydraulic gradient increases slightly
with increased air rate up to the point
of complete aeration.
c) The hydraulic gradient decreases with
increased skirt clearance.
d) The hydraulic gradient decreases with
increased weir height.
i
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
On the basis of this investigation, the following
recommendations are made as to further work:
1. Investigate the effective foam density, i
for systems other than air-water. This
could be done initially by bubbling vapor up
through a stagnant liquid pool. Some of the
variables to be considered are liquid and
vapor densities, liquid and vapor viscosities,
liquid surface tension and the total pressure
on the system.
2. Investigate the foam viscosity, f, with a view
towards obtaining a true value for whi ch
can be determined from and liquid and vapor
properties. Some of the variables to be con-
sidered are liquid and vapor densities, liquid
and vapor viscosities, liquid surface tension,
and the total pressure upon the system.
an3. Obtain hydraulic gradient dataAsystems other
than air-water. Up to the present time, only
spot checks have been made outside the air-water
system. Such an investigation will entail,
to a certain extent, the simultaneous consideration
107.
of j and . The initial work should preferably
be made upon systems as far removed from the
air-water system as possible, from the point of
view of densities and viscosities.
4. Further detailed study is suggested upon the
end effects which occur at the bubbling zone
boundary.
5. The use of high skirt clearances to reduce
hydraulic gradient appears promising. Further
study of the mixing characteristics of such a
tray should be undertaken and the use of tur-
bulence promoters in the underlying clear
liquid stream should be investigated. Such
a study should include some work using actual
vapor-liquid mass-transfer, such as an ammonia-
water system.
6. Further consideration should be given to the
liquid level factor, T. As used in this thesis,
T was picked quite arbitrarily. The possibility
of a theoretical relationship which would pull
toaether the radient data for all liauid levels
should be investigated.
------ ------- ------- --------------- ------ -- ---- ----- ---- --- --- - ---
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T! ~ 7. A study should be made of the distribution tof
liquid flow across the plate between an aerated foam and
an underlying clear liquid layer such as occurs on a plate
with high cap skirt clearance.
APPENDIX A
APPARATUS DETAILS
A-1
TABLE A-I
DIXENSIONS OF PLATE I
Cap Details
One line of caps was cut off in a vertical section
and sealed against the glass front. Riser area was re-
duced proportionally.
Full Cap: Height 2 in.
Inside diameter 3-7/8 in.
Outside " 4-1/16 n.
Wall thickness 3/32 in.
Slots - rectangular with
half-round ends
Slot width 5/32 in.
Slot length (straight sides) 3/8 in.
Radius of slot ends 5/ 64 in.
Area per slot G.00054 sq.ft.
Slots per cap 40
Slot area per cap 0.02,6 sq.ft.
Slot height, top above skirt 34 in.
Annular area 0.0572 sq.ft.
Full Riser:
Partial Cap:
Height above tray
Inside diameter
Outside "t
Wall thickness
Area
Slots per cap
Slot area per cap
1-1/2 in.
2 in.
2-1/8 in.
1/16 in.
0.0218 sq.aft.
25
0.0135 sq.ft.
Partial Riser: Area 0.0135 s.ft.
Material for caps and risers was copper
Plate Details
Length overall (from inlet weir)
103 in.
Width 14.18 in.
Inlet calming section 28.5 in.
(to center line of first cap)
Capped length 57 in.
Outlet calming section 17.25 in.
Cap arrangement-6" tri-
angular pitch
Cap skirt clearance none
Plate material - 3/8" waterproof plywood
Number of caps - 20 full, 10 partial
Total slot area 0.566 sa.ft.
i
I
A-2
TABLE A-I I
DIMENSIONS OF PLATE II
Cap Details
Caps: Height 3.35 in.
Inside diameter 3.37 in.
Outaide diameter 3.72 in.
Wall thickness 0.17 in.
Slots - toothed skirt, tapering teeth with
rounded tips and throats
Slot height above skirt 1.28 in.
Area per slot (above skirt) 0.00208 sq.ft.
Slots per cap 25
Slot area per cap 0.052 sq. ft.
Annular area 0.0375 sq. ft.
Material cast iron
Riser: Height above tray 7.00 in.
Inside diameter 2.00 in.
Outside diameter 2.375 in.
Wall thickness 0.187 in.
Area 0.0218 sq. ft.
Material - standard 2 in. steel pipe
Plate Details
Length overall from inlet weir 103 in.
Width 14.18 in.
Inlet calming section 31.2 in.
Capped length 53.5 in.
Outlet calming section 18 in.
Cap arrangement - 7-3/4 in. triangular
pitch, 2 centered lines
Cap skirt clearance 4 in.
Plate material - 3/8 in. waterproof plywood
Number of caps 16
I
TABLE A-II
DIMENSIONS OF PLATE III
Cap Details
Caps: Cap style tunnel
Height 4.1 in.
Length inside 7.5 n.
outside 8.0 in.
Width inside 3.4 in.
" outside 3.75 in.
Max. outside width (2-3/8 in.up) 3.875 in.
Slots - toothed skirt, rounded tips and throats,
tapering teeth, 18 on each side,
none on ends
Area er slot 0.00208 q.ft.
Slot height above tips of teeth 1.28 in.
Slot height above end skirts 1.53 in.
Slots per cap 36
Slot area per cap 0.0750 sq.ft.
Annular area O. 163 sq.ft.
Material cast iron
Risers: Style
Height
Length inside
It outside
Width inside
outside
Area
rectangular
3.06 in.
6.75 in
7.37 in.
1.5 in.
2 in.
0.0704 sq.ft.
Plate Details
Length overall from inlet weir 103 in.
Width 14.18 i
..Inlet calming section (inlet
weir to center of first cap) 30 in.
Capped length 56.5 in
Outlet calming section (from
center of last cap) 16.2 in
Cap arrangement - 2 staggered lines
of 4 caps each, 8 in. between
caps in each line, spacing
between lines equals spacing
from lines to walls.
Cap skirt clearance 0.25 in.
Plate material - 3/8 in waterproof plywood
Number of caps 8
Total slot area 0.600 
n.
$
q.ft.
I
TABLE A-V
JI __ -n 1r _ __ _ _, '__ _1 t . - _ %kirom ata oi Kemp and yle k1l±, iTale 2)
BUBBLE CAP ASSEMBLY DETAILS
Item Vulcan F. Glitsch
3-in. Cap 4-in. CaD
O.D., in. 3 4
I.D., in. 2.87 3.844
Over-all height, in. 2.27 2-3/16
Slot height, in. 13/16 1
Nominal slot width, in. 3/32 1/8
Number of slots per cap 42 50
Height of top of slot above
plate, in. 7/8 1-1/8
n"5~ _ A~ re% T"% JI - -' I P ' ntImiser, u. .,n 4-if n. -/ .u
Riser I.D., In. 1.995 2.64
Height of riser above top
of plate, in. 1-3/16 1-3/16
Slot area, sq.in. 3.12 6.075
Riser area, sq.in. 3.13 5.47
Annulus area, sq. in. 2.92 5.44
A-4
TABLE A-IV
(from Data of Kemp and Pyle (18), Table 1)
GENERAL FEATURES OF TEST PATE SECTIONS
Cap Size,
in.
Distance Be-
tween Centers
of Adjacent
Caps,
in.
4-1/4
3
4 5-1/4
Plate
Width,
in.
8-:2
9-1/2
10-1/2
No. Rows
of Caps
16
16
23
5-3/4 11-1/24 27
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A-esq
}i~~ ~Sample Calculations will be carried through
for two types of runs
14 Fully aerated Plate
2) Clear liquid layer under foam,
1. Fully aerated Plate
Run B-4 will be used as an example.
(Data from Tables A-I and A-VIIa)
I~~ . ! i. 
I' - -- --- -. ,
I.I.- ft 2FgcVl - (12a)
VfN
!
jh
where F = -(2)12
(kinetic energy losses are negligible)
0.55
= - = 0.0229 ft.(2)12
gc = 32.2 ft/sec.
bLo
Vh= - - -(13a)b+2L0
and b = 1.1$ ft.
Lo = 2ha (18)
= 2(2.40) = 4.8 inches
4.8 0 ft
=-17 =0.f.
i
I
(1.18)(0.4)
1.18 + 2(0.4) = 0.238 ft.
GIG= c' ( -- -- 7b)
f (60)7.46 L-
…= 15.. = 0.25 ft/sec.
(60)(7.46)(0.4)
61
N = - = .08 ft.
12
(2) (0.0229) (32.2) (0.238)
(0.25)2
= 1.112
(5.08)
rhVfP f
b) Re'
where pf
(14)
(15a)
= (62.3)1/3 = -A.2,0 lbs/cu.
= 0.000672
= 0.000224 lbs/sq.ft.
A-Z6
4f lr
ft.
(16a)
II
i
i
I
i
I
I
= P,
11
A-7
(0.238) (0.25) (20.8)
Re - : 5550
0.000224
h 2/3
c) T = (h-s) (20)
where h = 0.75 inches
(from Table A-I)
h = 2.40 inches
0.75 2/3
T = ( A --
2.40 - 0.75
2/3
= (0.454) = 0.591
d) f'T = (1.112)(0.591) = 0.656
2. Partially Aerated Plate
Assume:
1) All the head loss is due to friction in
the fully aerated foam - no head loss in clear liquid.
2) The velocities in the clear liquid and
in the foam are the same.
Run KP 16 from the data of Kemp and Pyle (I)
will be used as an example (data from Tables A-IV,
A-VT, and A-XIIIa).
ft - 2Fgc rh
Vf3N
where F =
0.38
(2)12
0.0158 ft.
g = 32.2 ft/sec 2
bLf
b+ 2Lf
12
(13b)
= 0.71 ft.
Lf = 2(h8+ S)
2(2 + 0.8125)
12
= 0.47 ft.
(0.71)(0.47)
0.71 + 2(0.47)
- 0.202 ft.
I
Gf
Vf = - _ - -- - -(( = 60)7.46 Lff (
I
Gf L!f 
5-C1=heLr _ GG' hc '
(26a)
17c)
S3b)
a)
A4 -z
I
i
I
I
I
(0o.47)1/3
0.0417
= 3.~76 GI
= ~3.76 Gc
I I
G'= Gf + Gc
I I
Go = 10- G
I o
-
Gf = (3.76)(10-Gf)1~~~~~~x
i 37.6
G 3= 4.76
7.9 (3)
= 7.9 gpm/ft.
= 0.113(60) (7.46)(0.47)
4.25
N = (16)(---)( 2
(0.113)2
1
12
(4.9)
f t/sec.
= 4.9 ft.
= 3.36
b) Re 
T A- 9
I
I
(24b)
()(0.0158)(32.2)(0.202)
r, vfpf (14)
= 2120(0.202) (.113)(20.8)
(0.000224)
T =( hs 2/3
ha-he
(h8)2/3
0.8125 2 / 3
2.0
= (0.406) 2/ 3 = 0.549
d) fT = (3.36)(0.549) = 1.85
c) (20)
(20a)
1.
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NOMENCLATURE
II
A-3/
D. Nomenclature
English
A Cross-sectional area of a vertical slice of foam
of one pound mass - (square inches)
Af Gross cross-sectional area of channel available
for flow based upon calculated foam height,
Af bL - (square feet)
b Width of flow channel - (ft.)
C Concentration - (moles/liter)
Concentration of liquid flowing as calculated for
perfect mixing - (moles/liter)
ft A modified friction factor
A4hF Friction head loss = ---- (feet of water)
(12)(2)
g Acceleration of gravity (32.3 ft./sec.2 )
gc Conversion factor (32.3 ft. lbs. mass/sec.2 lbs. force)
G' Volumetric flow rate (gpm/ft. of plate width)
Volumetric rate of flow in clear liquid (gpm/ft.)
GI Volumetric rate of flow in foam (gpm/ft.)
h Hydrostatic head (inches of water)
hI Hydrostatic head at tray floor in upstream calming
section (inches of water)
h2 Hydrostatic head at tray floor in downstream calming
section (inches of water)
hc Hydrostatic head in clear liquid zone (inches of water)
hf Hydrostatic head in bubbling zone (inches of water)
hs Slot height measured from bottom of foam to top
of slot (inches)
hw Exit weir height (inches)
I
Hydraulic gradien -nl - 2 tincnes or water)
Hydrostatic head at tray floor in bubbling section
(inches of water)
Le Effective foam height (inches)
Im Measured foam height (inches)
2 h
Lo Calculated foam height = --- 2 (feet)
12
N Length of bubbling section (feet)
p Pressure of vapor (inches of water)
Pl Vapor pressure above tray (inches of water)
P2 Vapor pressure below tray (inches of water)
M PT Total pressure drop of vapor across the tray (inches
of water)
A Pc Pressure drop of vapor through caps (inches of water)
Qa Air rate (cfm at ambient conditions)
Qv Water rate (lbs./hr.)
bL
rh Hydraulic radius 2-- (feet)
b 2L 0 PO
Re' Modified Reynolds number - rhVjf;
s Seal hydrostatic head exerted at top of slots
(inches of water)
(Ahs 2 /3T Liquid depth correction factor 
Vf Velocity of foam across the plate (ft./sec.)
Vs Superficial vapor velocity based upon area of the
bubbling section (ft./sec.)
y Height above tray floor (inches)
Ye Height above tray floor at which the hydrostatic
heads within the clear liquid and bubbling zones
are equal (inches)
2
I
I
A , - --.. -- - - - " . - - -- - -. -. - - - - - - I - I . -- - , - - - - - . IL
/ 33
Density factor, the fractional volume of the foam
occupied by the licuid
effective aerated density - H
clear liqcuid density L0
,u Viscosity (lbs./sec. ft.)
Vf iscosity of foam = + ~v (1 - ) (lbs./
sec. ft.)
K1 Viscosity of liquid (lbs./sec. ft.)
Viscosity of vapor (lbs./sec. ft.)
Density (lbs./cubic ft.)
f Density of foam =f +(v (1 -j) (lbs./cubic/f t.) +~ l(bs/ui
Density of liquid
fv Density of vapor
Subscripts
b Refers to bubbling section
c Refers to clear liquid section
f Refers to foam
Refers to liquid
v Refers to vor
i
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Massachusetts on October 12, 1920 and received his ele-
mentary and high school education in the public schools
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He entered M.I.i'. as a freshman in 1938, and, in
1943, graduated from the Cooperative Course in Mechani-
cal Engineering with both the B.S. and M.S. degrees.
From 1940 to 1943 he worked a total of eighteen months
for the Boston Edison Co. as part of his school pro-
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After graduation he was employed by the Union Oil
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